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Introduction to EAMDA’s scientific publication
(45th Annual general assembly, Belgrade, 2015)
EAMDA (European Alliance of Neuromuscular Disorders Associations),
established in 1974 in London, is a non-profit disability organisation uniting and
liaising various associations of persons with neuromuscular disorders (NMD)
throughout the European Union. Its head office was in Malta until 2008, when
the Executive Committee passed the decision to move it to Ljubljana. At that time
EAMDA was mainly oriented towards the activities of its member associations
from the western European countries, but with the enlargement of the EU many
other central and eastern European countries joined the Alliance membership
and increasingly contributed to its work. The Alliance cooperates with various
organisations in the field of muscular and neuromuscular disorders and as an
umbrella organisation unites national NMD associations across Europe. After
long years of tireless efforts and successful work under modest conditions
it managed to obtain legal entity in the second half of 2016, which enables it
to apply for financing from European funds. Besides its main goals which are
representation and protection of rights and interests of persons with NMD,
EAMDA’s activities are also related to improving the quality of life, spreading of
knowledge and awareness raising, cooperating and exchanging information in
the field of health preservation and social inclusion, alleviating the secondary
consequences of the disease and collaborating with physicians, pharmacists
and other experts. Thus the Alliance cooperates with numerous renowned
organisations in the field of NMD such as TREAT-NMD, EDF (European
Disability Forum), ENMC (European Neuromuscular Centre), ISRN (International
Society for Restorative Neurology), EURORDIS (European Organization for
Rare Diseases), EFGCP (The European Forum for Good Clinical Practice),
EPF (European Patients’ Forum), EFNA (European Federation of Neurological
Associations), IDA (International Disability Alliance) and many other.
At annual general meetings which are, as a rule, held every year in a different
European state, EAMDA’s member associations present their medical-research
and social topics. At the same time they draw the attention of decision-makers
and national political actors on the challenges that their respective member
organisation is faced with when trying to enable persons with NMD to enter
the inclusive and creative social environment. It is not a secret that the quality
of medical treatment as well as clinical practice differ throughout European
countries. Thus in some states the medical fields dealing with muscular and
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neuromuscular disorders are at a very high level while in other states they are
still developing. The same applies to the social aspect: the more developed
European countries have already recognised the intellectual and other potential
of persons with NMD and despite very severe forms of disability enabled them
equal participation and active inclusion in the society through a broad range
of support services (such as personal assistance, restorative and vocational
rehabilitation etc.). Persons with NMD are thus enabled to find regular
employment, create a family, pay taxes and contribute to the social progress
and development. In those countries persons with NMD are regarded as an
opportunity and not as a burden as some still unfoundedly assume.
This scientific publication is the first of this kind to be issued by EAMDA and
contains academic articles and summaries of the lectures delivered at EAMDA
45th Annual general assembly (AGA) in Belgrade in 2015. Nevertheless, it
has only been published this year because of modest financial resources the
Alliance has had to cope with since the beginning of the financial crisis in Europe.
Because of the time delay we did not manage to gather all the academic articles
and lecture summaries, while most of the presentations from lecturers have
been collected and are published in this publication. We hope it will contribute to
better exchange of medical and social aspects in the treatment of persons with
NMD and provide an insight into the thoughts and visions of experts in the field
of muscular and neuromuscular disorders. We will continue our efforts to ensure
that this kind of publications become the accompanying part of EAMDA’s future
AGA. This will undoubtedly strengthen the role of the Alliance as an interface
between its members and national experts in the field of NMD in Europe.
I would like to thank all the lecturers who enabled the realisation of EAMDA
45th AGA in Belgrade and the issuing of this scientific publication with their
contributions. I wish you pleasant reading.
Boris Šuštaršič,
EAMDA President

Conference program

Medical, social and administrative part of
the conference: Hotel Holliday Inn, Belgrade, Serbia
Thursday, September 24th, 2015 (Hotel Holliday Inn, Belgrade, Serbia)
Until 12.00
15.00 – 17.00
17.00 – 19.00
19.00 – 21.00

Arrival of Delegates / Transport from airport
1st Executive Committee Meeting (members only)
Informal individual meetings
Dinner

Friday, September 25th, 2015 (Hotel Holliday Inn, Belgrade, Serbia)
09.00 – 09.30

Official opening and speeches

	Minister of Labour, Employment and Social Affairs,
Aleksandar Vulin Minister of Health, dr. Zoran Loncar
Boris Sustarsic, President of EAMDA
Ms. Ivanka Jovanovic, Vice-president of EAMDA and
Mr. Predrag Bakic, President of Dystrophy Association of Serbia
A) MEDICAL PART OF THE CONFERENCE
I. Diagnostics and assessment of NMD
“There are more disorders and conditions than we are discussing here.”
Chairperson:

prof.dr. Vedrana Milic Rasic, dr. Dragica Radojkovic

09.30 – 09.45	NMD SerbNet, Serbian Neuromuscular Disease Network

	dr. Dragica Radojkovic, Institute of Molecular Genetics and
Genetic Engineering, University of Belgrade
09.45 – 10.00	Diagnosis and symptomatic therapy of myotonic, limb girdle and
other distrophies

	prof. dr. Vidosava Rakocevic Stojanovic and Stojan Peric,
Neurology Clinic, Clinical Center of Serbia, School of Medicine,
University of Belgrade
10.00 – 10.15	Diagnosis and symptomatic therapy of Duchene muscular
dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy, congenital myasthenic
syndrome and inherited neuropathies
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	prof. dr. Vedrana Milic Rasic and dr. Ana Kosac, Clinic for
Neurology and Psychiatry for Children and Youth, School of
Medicine, University of Belgrade
10.15 – 10.30	Serbian registers and biobank

	dr. Stojan Peric, Neurology Clinic, Clinical Center of Serbia,
School of Medicine,
	University of Belgrade and dr. Dragica Radojkovic, Institute
of Molecular Genetics and Genetic Engineering, University of
Belgrade
10.30 – 11.00

Coffee break

11.00 – 11.15

Genetics in diagnostics of NMD

 ilos Brkusanin, Center for Human Molecular Genetics, Faculty
M
of Biology, University of Belgrade
11.15 – 11.30	Potential of genetically designed therapies for neuromuscular
disorders
prof. dr. Dusanka Savic Pavicevic, Center for Human Molecular
Genetics, Faculty of Biology, University of Belgrade
11.30 – 11.45	An overview of the medical image processing tools for the muscle
tissue diagnosis assessment in MRI images

	assist. dr. Olga Chambers, University of Ljubljana, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering
11.45 – 12.00

Pompe disease: diagnosis and enzyme replacement therapy

12.00 – 12.30

Plenary debate

12.30 – 14.30

Lunch break

	prim. dr. Davorka Vranjes, University Hospital Centre Zagreb Rebro
	prof. dr. sc. Ervina Bilic, University Hospital Centre Zagreb - Rebro

“Do they have some common underline mechanisms?”
	II. Maintenance of altered capabilities, restorative
rehabilitation and treatment
“Let us make friends from our opponents.”
Chairperson:	prof. dr. Osman Sinanovic, prof. dr. Milan R. Dimitrijevic, prof.dr.
Janez Zidar
14.30 – 14.45	Introduction to Biogen’s NURTURE clinical study od ISIS-SMNrx

Conference program

in presyntomatic newborn

dr. Ksenija Gorni, Clinical center NEMO, Milano, Italy
14.45 – 15.00	Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and respiratory problems what can we do?

 ssist. prof. Blaz Koritnik, Institute of Clinical Neurophysiology,
a
University Medical Centre Ljubljana

15.00 – 15.15

ALS treatment

15.15 – 15.30

(Haematopoietic) Stem cells therapy – possibilities and illusion

15.30 – 16.00

Coffee break

16.00 – 16.15

Critical appraisal of outcome measures in neuromuscular disorders

	

 rof. dr. Janez Zidar, Institute of Clinical Neurophysiology,
p
University Medical Centre Ljubljana
 rof. dr. Dragana Vujic, Mother and Child Health Care Institute
p
of Serbia

 ssist. mag. Ales Praznikar, dr. med., University Medical Centre
a
Ljubljana, Division of Neurology

16.15 – 16.30	Is physical exercise beneficial or maleficial for patients with
neuromuscular disorders

 ssist. mag. Ales Praznikar, dr. med., University Medical Centre
a
Ljubljana, Division of Neurology

16.30 – 16.45

Myasthenia gravis: diagnosis and therapy

 rof. dr. Osman Sinanovic, Department of Neurology, University
p
Clinical Center Tuzla

16.45 – 17.00	Spinal muscular atrophies: clinical and genetic heterogeneity

 nna Kostera-Pruszczyk, MD PhD, Department of Neurology,
A
Medical University of Warsaw, Poland

17.00 – 17.15	Clinical aspects of myotonic dystrophy type 2

 ujana Sprljan Alfirev, dr.med., Department of Neurology,
R
University Hospital Center Zagreb

17.15 – 17.45

Plenary debate

“Several components are contributors of integrals
of neuromuscular disorders.”
“Muscle is generator of force and source of proprioception
of nervous system.”
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III. Assistive technology and NMD
“Advanced technology can contribute to richness or poverty.”
Chairperson:

prof. dr. Anton Zupan

17.45 – 18.00	Home ventilation and assisted cough

 ss. prof. Miodrag Vukcevic, KBC Zemun, Medical School of
a
Belgrade, Serbia

18.00 – 18.15

Assistive technology for a quality life of people with NMD

 rof. dr. Anton Zupan, University Rehabilitation Institute,
p
Republic of Slovenia

18.15 – 18.30	Assistive technology in physical therapy of NMD people

 lesa Kloosterwaard, Rehabilitation Center Dom dva topola,
A
Izola (Slovenia)

18.30 – 18.45	Assistive technology for multimedia and alternative
communication of NMD people

 ssist. dr. Mojca Debeljak, University Rehabilitation Institute,
a
Republic of Slovenia

18.45 – 19.00

Robotics for better life of humans with disability

19.00 – 19.30

Plenary debate

19.30

Dinner

 ejan B. Popovic, PdD, Dr.Tech, Professor of Biomedical
D
Engineering, University of Belgrade and member of Serbian
Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, Serbia

“Technological contribution to muscular dystrophy can support
missing movements but let us try to add also connections with
underline mechanisms.”
Saturday, September 26th, 2015 (Hotel Holliday Inn, Belgrade, Serbia)
B) SOCIAL PART OF THE CONFERENCE
09.00 – 11.00

45th Annual General Meeting
(Representatives of member associations only)
Agenda is going to be presented on the conference

	Independent living for people with NMD – experiences and
practices in the Region and EU

Conference program
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“The disability can be a new ability.”
Chairperson:

Gordana Rajkov, President of Center for independent living of Serbia

PART I – Experiences in Serbia
11.00 – 11.15	Opportunities for future developments of the PA Service in Belgrade

 atasa Stanisavljevic, Head of the Secretariat for Social Care
N
of Belgrade

11.15 – 11.30	Presentation of the results to date in the implementation of the
PA Service programme in Serbia

 ordana Rajkov, President of Centre for independent living of
G
persons with disabilities

11.30 – 11.45

Discussion

PART II – Experiences in the Region and EU
11.45 – 12.00

Experiences and examples of good practice: Croatia

12.00 – 12.15

Experiences and examples of good practice: Slovenia

12.15 – 12.30

Experiences and examples of good practice: Czech Republic

12.30 – 12.45

Experiences and examples of good practice: Bulgaria

12.45 – 13.05

Discussion

13.05 – 13.30	Independent living in literature and movies

Jelena Milosevic, philologist/communicator, MDA of Serbia

13.30 – 15.00

Lunch

15.30 – 19.30

Sightseeing of Belgrade

19.30 – 23.00

Dinner at the Restaurant “Caruso”

Sunday, September 27th, 2015
09.00 – 10.30	2nd Executive Committee Meeting (EC members only)
Departure of Participants / Transport to airport

FRIENDS OF THE CONFERENCE:

Republic of Serbia: Ministry of
Labour, Employment, Veteran
and Social Affairs

Dragica Radojkovic
Snezana Kojic
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45 th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING Belgrade,
September 24-27, 2015, Belgrade, Serbia

SERBIAN NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASE NETWORK

Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic
IMGGE, University of Belgrade,
Serbia

 Launched

on 1st of November 2014

TREAT-NMD

Newsletter
Orohanet
Newslette
http://ec.europa.eu/chafea
Nedelja borbe protiv distrofije – 2015
 http://www.imgge.bg.ac.rs/index.php/yu/c

omponent/content/article?layout=edit&id=
679
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to improve diagnosis, research and
therapy of patients with neuromuscular
diseases by:
 increasing

the number of neuromuscular
diseases to be diagnosed in Serbia
 completing patient registries that are already in
preparation
 joining EuroBioBank network
 adopting standard operating procedures and
care guidelines

MISSION
to
become
an
integrated
platform
for
neuromuscular diseases in Serbia through the
synchronization
of activities and systematic
connection of detailed clinical and genetic
information, biomaterial availability and research
datasets related to Serbian patients
 to actively participate in TREAT NMD network
 to strengthen the links with patient organizations
and to disseminate the latest achievements in the
field of neuromuscular disorders to patients and
public
 becoming eligible to participate in clinical trials


Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

Clinic for Neurology and Psychiatry for Children and Youth,
Faculty of Medicine, University of Belgrade

Neurology Clinic, Clinical Center of Serbia, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Belgrade

Clinical Hospital Center Zemun
Institute of Human Genetics, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Belgrade
Center for Human Molecular Genetics, Faculty of Biology,
University of Belgrade

Institute for Molecular Genetics and Genetic Engineering,
University of Belgrade

Clinic for Neurology and Psychiatry
for Children and Youth, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Belgrade
 prof.

dr Vedrana Milić Rašić, executive
board member
 dr Ana Kosac
 dr Jelena Nikodinović Glumac
 dr Jelena Mladenović
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Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

Neurology Clinic, Clinical Center of Serbia,
Faculty of Medicine, University of Belgrade
prof. dr Vidosava Rakočević Stojanović,
executive board member
dr Stojan Perić

Clinical Hospital Center Zemun

prof. dr Sanja Milenković
executive board member

Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

Institute of Human Genetics,
Faculty of Medicine, University
of Belgrade

prof. dr Ivana Novaković
executive board member

Center for Human Molecular Genetics,
Faculty of Biology,
University of Belgrade
prof. dr Dušanka Savić Pavićević
executive board member
Miloš Brkušanin
Jovan Pešović
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Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

Institute for Molecular Genetics
and Genetic Engineering,University of Belgrade
dr Snežana Kojić, koordinator
dr Dragica Radojković,executive board member
dr Aleksandra Nestorović
Jovana Jasnić Savović

NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES
DIAGNOSED IN SERBIA
dystrophinophaties
 myotonic dystrophies
 some forms of limb-girdle muscular dystrophies
 congenital myopathies
 hereditary neuropathies
 some forms of congenital myastenic syndromes
 motor neuron diseases
 mitochondrial syndromes


http://www.imgge.bg.ac.rs/index.php/yu/component/content/ar
ticle?layout=edit&id=679

Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES AND
METHODS


CLINICAL EXAMINATION



ELECTROMYOGRAPHY



MUSCLE BIOPSY



histology on fixed paraffin embedded or cryopreserved tissue



histochemistry, enzimohistochemistry and immunohistochemistry



light, fluorescence, polarisation, confocal and electron microscopy



GENETIC TESTING AND MOLECULAR DIAGNOSIS



PCR, multiplex PCR, Repeat primed-PCR (RP-PCR), RT-PCR



Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA)



Southern blot



High Resolution Melting (HRM)



Sanger sequencing



microsatellite typing



fragment analysis



NGS

DIAGNOSTICS OF NEUROMUSCULAR
DISORDER –
AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

CLINICS

BIOPSY/PATHOHIS
TOLOGY

GENETIC TESTING

PATIENT
REGISTERS

BIOBANK
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Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

Project name

Duratio
n

Funded by

PI

Molecular genetics of trinucleotide expansions
No. 1521

2000-2005

MESTD∗

Prof. dr S Romac

Phenotype-genotype correlation of the most frequent neuromuscular diseases
in childhood: dystrophinopaty, spinal muscular atrophy and hereditary
neuropathy

2002-2004

MESTD

Prof. dr S Todorovic

Molecular genetics of heritable neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders
No. 143013

2005-2010

MESTD

Prof. dr S Romac

Analysis of structural genomic changes as diagnostic and prognostic
parameters of human diseases
No. 173016

2011-2014

MESTD

Prof. dr S Romac

Research on molecular-genetic, pathohistological and biochemical
characteristics of neuromuscular disorders
No. 175083

2011-2014

MESTD

Prof. dr V Rakocevic
Stojanovic

Complex diseases as a model system for phenotype modulation- structural
and functional analysis of molecular biomarkers
No 173008

2011-2014

MESTD

Dr D Radojkovic

2011-2012

MESTD/DAAD

Dr S Kojic

2013-2015

FP7-REGPOT/EU

Dr S Pavlovic

2014-2015

EU

Prof. dr V Rakocevic
Stojanovic
represents Serbia

2014-2017

EU

Chair of the Action, Dr
Annemieke AARTSMARUS

Evaluation of muscle specific protein Ankrd2/Аrpp in different myopathies
and its potential use as a diagnostic marker
SERBORDISINN-Strengthening the Research Potential of IMGGE through
Reinforcement of Biomedical Science of Rare Diseases in Serbia – en route
for innovation
MYO-SEQ

BMBS COST Action BM1207 Networking towards clinical application of
antisense-mediated exon skipping

∗MESTD - Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development, Republic of Serbia

THANK YOU

snezanakojic@imgge.bg.ac.rs

Stojan Peric
Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic
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DIAGNOSIS AND SYMPTOMATIC THERAPY
of myotonic, limb-girdle and other dystrophies
Stojan Peric, MD, PhD
Prof. Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic, MD, PhD

45th Annual General Meeting of EAMDA
September 2015, Belgrade

Muscular dystrophies
Emery
Dreifuss
Congenital
MD

FSH dystrophy
LGMD

O(P)MD

Duchenne
Becker

Distal
myopathies

Myotonic
dystrophy
type 2

Myotonic
dystrophy type 1
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Epidemiology (n/100,000)
0.1-0.4
0.6
Congenital
MD

3.2-4.6

Emery
Dreifuss

0.9-2.3
OVERALL
PREVALENCE
FSH dystrophy
19.8-25.1/100,000
LGMD

Duchenne
Distal
myopathies

1.7-4.2

Myotonic

~170,000
people in Europedystrophy
Becker
type 2
0.4-3.6

Theadom A. et al. Neuroepidemiology 2014;43:259-68.

DIAGNOSIS
EVALUATION

Myotonic
dystrophy type 1

0.5-18.1

EFNS guidelines
AAN guidelines
Cochrane Database

MANAGEMENT

Clinical practice

0.1
O(P)MD

Stojan Peric, Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic

Diagnosis
Clinical
Paraclinical
CK, EMG, MRI

Biopsy
DNA
FINAL Dx

Diagnosis

clinical examination

• Age at onset
• Rate of progression
• Family history
• Geographical origin
• Pattern of muscular involvement
• Specific findings
• Cardiac involvement
• Respiratory involvement

23
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Diagnosis

paraclinical examination

• CK ↑
• EMG – myopathy, (pseudo)myotonic dyscharges, neuropathy
• Muscle MRI
LGMD2A

LGMD2J

Diagnosis
• Standard HP
• Immunohistochemistry
• Western blotting
• Other

biopsy

Stojan Peric, Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic

Diagnosis

DNA analysis

Mutation
Gene
Panel
Exome

Genome

Diagnosis
• Genetic counseling
• Prognosis
• Directing care
• Eliminate needs for repeated testing
• Stop exposure to serious medications
• Cost reduction
• Preparing for clinical trials
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Evaluation and Management
BRAIN
EARS
ANESTHESIA
RESPIRATORY
TUMORS
REPRODUCTION
PAIN

EYES
NUTRITION
CARDIAC
GLANDS

MUSCLES

SKIN

POLYNEUROPATHY

JOINTS & BONES

Respiratory
oropharyngeal and respiratory muscle weakness
spinal and chest deformities
impairment of respiratory center
Upright and supine FVC (<80%)
Pimax and Pemax
Overnight pulse oxymetry

ineffective cough
chest infections
morning headaches, daytime somnolence
respiratory failure

Annual influence vaccine
Prompt treatment of infections
Nocturnal mechanical ventilation

Stojan Peric, Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic

Cardiac
heart fibrosis
ECG
24h Holter ECG
Echocardiography
Cardiac MRI

Drugs (ACE inhibitors)
Oral anticoagulants
PM
ICD
Cardiac transplantation

conduction defects
arrhythmias
cardiomyopathy
sudden death

MusculoSceletal
muscle hypotrophy
MMT
dynamomertry
functional tests

weakness
imbalance
contractures
spinal deformities
Physical and occupational therapy
Gentle aerobic exercise with comfortable limits
Orthotics
Surgery (contractures, scapular fixation etc)
Wheelchair
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Stojan Peric, Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic

Nutrition
arm and oropharyngeal weakness
sedentary lifestyle
lower social strata

Interview
BMI
Body composition
Dentist
Swallowing evaluation

Adequate oral intake
Altered food consistency
Swallowing techniques
Oral hygiene
Gastrostomy/jejunostomy

dysphagia
undernourished / obese
bad oral hygiene
aspiration

Anesthesia risk
muscle degeneration
respiratory disease
cardiac disease
Pulmonary evaluation
Cardiac evaluation

respiratory depression
aspiration pneumonia
sudden arrhythmias
hypotension
myotonic spasms
malignant hyperthermia
Avoid depolarizing myorelaxants, volatile and long
acting anesthetics, anticholinesterase drugs
Regional anesthesia if possible
Prolonged monitoring
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Other

SOCIAL
MUSCULAR
CARDIORESPIRATORY
CENTRAL
OTHER

Central

JUVENILE DM1

ADULT DM1
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Larry bears, with his
trademark stoicism, the
further affliction of a late-onset muscular dystrophy.
Interview with Sally Mann, New York
Times Magazine 2015.

Sally Mann. Proud Flesh 2009.

…series of candid nude studies of a mature male body that
neither objectifies nor celebrates the focus of its gaze. Rather
it suggests a profoundly trusting relationship between
woman and man, artist and model that has produced a full
range of impressions – erotic, brutally frank, disarmingly
tender, and more.
Press release for the exhibition in the Gagosian Gallery in New York 2009.
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Clinic for Neurology and Psychiatry for Children and Youth,
School of Medicine, University of Belgrade

Diagnosis and symptomatic therapy of Duchene muscular

dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy, congenital myasthenic
syndrome and inherited neuropathies

Diagnosis and therapy of neuromuscular (NM) diseases in children have some
specificities. Flaccid weakness within the first months of life could be the results
of neuromuscular diseases, but also of central nervous system lesions with
different etiologies. Because of that, differential diagnosis of a floppy infant could
be very complex and sometimes many diagnostic procedures are necessary for
resolving differential diagnosis.
In older children, differential diagnosis between NM diseases and diseases of
other systems could be less complex.
Planning diagnostic procedures in children with possible NM diseases are
influenced by our tendency to escape invasive methods always when it is
possible. The aim is to differentiate diseases of muscles, peripheral nerves,
neuromuscular junction or peripheral motor neuron and then to define acquired
from a hereditary group of NM diseases and to define etiology of the disease.
Hereditary NM diseases in children are more frequent than acquired forms. The
defining genotype of that disease is important for understanding the course of
the disease, planning symptomatic therapy, sometimes causal therapy, giving
genetic advises and performing prenatal diagnosis
In our presentation, we analyse the most important NM diseases and discuss
about the possibilities of its diagnosis and therapy in Serbia.
The main hereditary neuromuscular diseases in children are Duchenne muscular
dystrophies (DMD), congenital myasthenic syndromes (CMS), Charcot Marie
Tooth hereditary neuropathies (CMT) and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).
During the diagnostic procedures the first rule is to reach the diagnosis with
the minimum set of diagnostic tests (especially invasive tests). For instance,
molecular genetic testing, as the first diagnostic procedure, is possible very
frequently in DMD, SMA, in some CMS. On the other hand, in hereditary
neuropathies we prefer neurophysiological (ENG/ENMG) test as the initial one,
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as genotype heterogeneity is very high in hereditary neuropathy (more than 80
genes), frequently without genotype-phenotype correlation. In order to complete
diagnosis of neuromuscular diseases, the connection between the institutions in
the country (Fig1) and abroad is essential. The great support in communication
between institutions we found in the Serbian Neuromuscular Disease Network
(NMD-SerbNet). NMD-SerbNet was officially launched on 1 November 2014.
The main goal of NMD-SerbNet is to improve diagnosis, research and therapy of
neuromuscular disorders in Serbia through the synchronization of activities and
systematic connection of detailed clinical and genetic information, biomaterial
availability and research datasets , but also in making contact with clinical and
research centers abroad.
About genetic diagnosis: Almost all SMA patients with a mutation in SMN1 gene
can be diagnosed in Serbia, but not all DMD patients (patients with no deletion/
duplication in DMD gene). The most frequent demyelinating and axonal form
of CMT can be diagnosed in Serbia ( Duplication/deletion PMP22, mutation in
GJB1, MPZ, PMP22, LITAF, EGR2, NDRG1, CTDP1, and HINT1). Mutation in
CHRNE and RAPSN in CMS patients can be defined in Serbia and reference
laboratories in other countries are necessary for defining the genotype with
another very rare CMS syndromes.
After the diagnosis has been established, we always intend to give adequate
information to patients and parents about the disease. The existence of a
multidisciplinary team for discussions with families is essential. The team is
composed of neurologist, pediatrician, molecular geneticist, psychologist,
physiotherapist, psychiatrist, social worker; each of us always ready to answer
questions regarding the disease and quality of life.
Translation of international family guidelines to Serbian language (Fig 2) is very
important. All the necessary information about specific neuromuscular disorder
(how to live with the disease; what to expect, how to understand better and
help) can be found in the guidelines. Guidelines for DMD, SMA and Congenital
muscular dystrophy are available in Serbian language.
Information can be obtained from patient organization, based on their constant
communication with medical NM centers and new NMD-SerbNet network.
The following field of our interest is patient registers. Forming national registry
in Serbia is in progress now (for DMD, SMA, CMT, CMS). Our clinical registries
are the part of the TREAT-NMD global Database, which allows our patients to
be visible, while respecting personal confidentiality. Having registry is useful for
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the development of national plans for rare NM diseases and associated care
and social planning. For patients it brings a sense of “belonging” to a broader
community, not being left behind as clinical trials develop , and of course it offers
a link to the research community.
When we talk about the therapy of neuromuscular disorders, multidisciplinary
approach is crucial. For some NM diseases we can offer only symptomatic
therapy, but families are mostly interested in new therapies with the regular
question “ Is there something new”? We can guide them to validated sources of
information (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth; www.testingtreatments.org;
www.healthtalkonline.org; www.who.int/ictrpwww.crncc.nihr.ac.uk/ppi; www.nhs.
uk). Patients and parents are interested in keeping up with the latest research
and information, but also in taking any alternative medicine. On that journey
our obligation and duty is to warn them that some medication could express
devastating effect.
Conclusion: Diagnosis and therapy of neuromuscular diseases in children have
some specificities, especially during the infant period. Multidisciplinary approach
is necessary, including different type of laboratories, sometimes on an international
level. Forming a national registry as a member of the international global registry
is very important and it brings to patients and doctors a sense of belonging to
a broader community. Update of information about disease and about living
with the disease is possible with the existence of a multidisciplinary team for
discussions with families, with translation of international family guidelines, with
the existence of patient organization and its active communication with medical
centers and national and international neuromuscular network, as TREAT-NMD
and NMD-SerbNet network are.
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Diagnosis and symptomatic therapy of Duchene
muscular dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy,
congenital myasthenic syndrome and inherited
neuropathies
prof. dr Vedrana Milić Rašić and dr Ana Kosać
Clinic for Neurology and Psychiatry for Children and Youth, School of
Medicine, University of Belgrade

What do we need for these activities?

Vedrana Milic Rasic, Ana Kosac

WE NEED
• Intact Central nervous system
• Intact Neuromuscular system
• Family and social support

Neuromuscular (NM) diseases
• In the most of the patients with neuromuscular diseases we
couldn’t find central nervous system abnormalities

• Where are the lesions?

Anywhere within Motor unit and
sensitive nerve
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Motor unit – nerve cell

Motor unit - nerve

Vedrana Milic Rasic, Ana Kosac

Motor unit – neuromuscular junction

Motor unit - muscle
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Disorders
Spinal muscular atrophy
Inherited neuropathies

Congenital myasthenic syndrome

Duchene muscular dystrophy

The main hereditary NM diseases in children
Muscle

4 elements

Motor
neurom

N-M
units

Nerve

NM
diseases in children

Duchenne
muscular dystrophy

Congenital
myasthenic sy.
the rarest diseases

DMD

CMS

Charcot Marie Tooth
hereditary
neuropathies

CMT

Spinal muscular
atrophy

SMA
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Diagnostic procedures in DMD, CMS, CMT and SMA
1. rule: reaching the diagnosis with the minimum of
diagnostic tests (especially invasive tests)
• Molecular genetic testing, as the first diagnostic procedure, is
possible very frequently in DMD, SMA, in some CMS (example:
subtype with founder mutations in the Balkan region)
• In hereditary neuropathies we prefer neurophysiological
(ENG/ENMG) tests to genetic tests.
Genotype heterogeneity is very high in HN (more than 50 genes),
frequently without genotype-phenotype correlation

The connection between the institutions in the
country and abroad is essential for a complete
diagnosis of neuromuscular diseases
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2. rule: giving adequate information
• Existence of a multidisciplinary team
for discussions with families
• Translation of guidelines to serbian
language (necessary information about
NMD: How to live with NMD; What to
expect how to understand better and
help)

• Connection between NMD- SerbNet
and patient organizations

Information…

Vedrana Milic Rasic, Ana Kosac

3. point: registry
Forming national registry in Serbia is in progress now. Our
clinical registries are the part of the TREAT-NMD global
Database

Who may benefit from a disease-specific Registry?

• Useful for the development of national plans for rare (NMD)
disease and associated care and social planning
• Feeling a sense of “belonging” to a broader community
• Not being left behind as clinical trials develop
• A link to the research community
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Therapy:

Multidisciplinary approach
for different organs and for different symptoms
•

• Symptomatic therapy

•

• Families are mostly
interested in new therapies
with the regular question
“ Is there something new”?

•
•

•

PubMed Health www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pubmedhealth Reviews of
clinical effectiveness research
www.testingtreatments.org How we
tell whether one treatment is better
than another
Health Talk
www.healthtalkonline.org
International Clinical Trials Registry
Platform (ICTRP)
www.who.int/ictrpwww.crncc.nihr.ac.
uk/ppi
NHS Choices www.nhs.uk The online
portal of the NHS and the UK’s
biggest health website

Clinical trials

Preclinical and Clinical research
Animal models/ humans
Exon skipping (51)
Drisapersen,Etaplirsen
Ataluren

Vedrana Milic Rasic, Ana Kosac

The other way around…
• Patients are interested in
keeping up with the latest
research and information,
but also in taking any
alternative medicine

• Some medicine could
express devastating effect
(for example, stem c.)
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PATIENT REGISTRIES

for rare neuromuscular disorders in Serbia
Stojan Peric, MD, PhD
Prof. Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic, MD, PhD

45th Annual General Meeting of EAMDA
September 2015, Belgrade

Patient registry
• a file of documents containing uniform
information about individual persons, collected
in a systematic and comprehensive way, in
order to serve a pre-determined scientific,
clinical or policy purpose.

• collection of information about patients who are
affected by a particular condition.

Stojan Peric, Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic

Aims of the registry
• comprehend the whole clinical spectrum of the disease
• define natural history of the disease through longitudinal data
• determine biomarkers and endpoints
• improve quality of care
• understand pathophysiology
• facilitate translational research
• share knowledge with patients/community through registry leaflets
• analyze prevalence of the disease
• provide information for public health authorities
• recruit patients for clinical trials

PATIENTS
informed consent
valuable data mandatory set
maximal enrollment entire population

• paper
• electronic

• patient-reported
• professional reported
• both
data privacy
CLINICIANS
RESEARCHERS
INDUSTRY
HEALTH SYSTEM

• national
• international
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global

global

Akhenaten

Serbian registry for myotonic dystrophies

2008: Akhenaten
2009: Naarden
mandatory dataset
Sreten

Petar

2013: 21/25 regions
included
2014: longitudinal
data entrance

Stojan Peric, Vidosava Rakocevic-Stojanovic
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Thank you for your attention!

Dragica Radojkovic
Snezana Kojic
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45 th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING Belgrade,
September 24-27, 2015, Belgrade, Serbia

BIOBANKS
Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana
Kojic
IMGGE, University of Belgrade,
Serbia

WHAT IS A BIOBANK?
"a collection of biological material
(blood, DNA, cells, tissues e.g.
muscle) and associated data and
information stored in an organised
system” (OECD)
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WHY DO WE NEED BIOBANKS
4Ps:
 play an invaluable role in healthcare
 provide resources required to carry
out research and development
 promote gene discovery research in
many complex diseases
 improve personalisation of care

BIOBANKING
Requires knowledge of different subjects and a
wide range of technical and management
competences that cross cuts diverse disciplines:
Healthcare,medicine,
pharmaceutics,
conservation,biotechnology, microbiology, genetics,
cryobiology,
omics research, ethics, chemistry, bioinformatics,
statistics, logistics, risks analysis, management

Dragica Radojkovic, Snezana Kojic

WHY A NEUROMUSCULAR
BIOBANK?
Rarity of neuromuscular disorders
Requirement for access to tissue and cells to
- Improve understanding pathophysiology of
NMDs
- Proof of principle studies regarding novel
therapeutic applications
- Recruitment of patients in therapeutic
trials

NEUROMUSCULAR BIOBANK OF SERBIA
NMBBS
 tissue

biobank organized according to the EU
rules and regulations
 first sample 23/07/2013
 ∼ 80 samples (muscle biopsies) so far
 samples are stored at IMGGE, on -80OC
 aim is to join a European, ,a European network
of biobanks for rare disorders
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RESEARCH PROJECTS MULTIPLY
TREAT-NMD

CARE-NMD

Neuromics

RD-Connect

10M EUR “network of
excellence” for rare
inherited neuromuscular
diseases

Implementing care
standards for DMD
across Europe, in
particular Eastern
Europe

12M EUR RD
infrastructure: central
global hub connecting
registries, biobanks and
clinical bioinformatics

NMD-Chip

MYO-SEQ

12M EUR research
project on nextgen omics
approaches to
neuromuscular and
neurodegenerative
disease

High throughput
sequencing (gene chips)
for NMD diagnostics

Exome sequencing of
1000 patients with limb
girdle phenotype

BIO-NMD

SKIP-NMD

OPTIMISTIC

Identifying and
validating pre-clinical
biomarkers for
diagnostics and
therapeutics

Clinical trial for
morpholino antisense
oligonucleotide exon
skipping (53) in DMD

Natural history and
exercise therapy clinical
study in myotonic
dystrophy

Clinical trial for 2O-ME
antisense oligonucleotide
exon skipping (45) in
DMD

3Gb‐TEST

BIOIMAGE-NMD

Introducing diagnostic
applications of
‘3Gb‐Testing’ in human
genetics

Development of imaging
technologies for
therapeutic interventions
in rare diseases

MYO-MRI

FUTURE …

Applications of MR
imaging and spectroscopy
techniques in
neuromuscular disease

Horizon 2020

RARE
Bestpractices

Infrastructure for best
practice sharing across
rare diseases

EUCERD Joint
Action for Rare
Disease
Implementing RD policy
and national plans across
Europe

SCOPE-DMD

TAKE HOME MESSAGE
 Collaboration

and data&sample sharing are
even more crucial in rare diseases than in
common ones
 Number of projects that have been made
possible as a result of sharing are proof
that hurdles can be overcome
 Requires a change in mindset on all sides
 Requires explicit policies
 Requires appropriate infrastructure
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Studentski trg 16, P.O. Box 43
Belgrade 11 158, Serbia
Tel/Fax: +381 11 2639 100;
e-mail address: milosb@bio.bg.ac.rs

My main scientific interest lies in the field of human molecular genetics. My research
is primarily directed towards molecular genetic basis of inherited neuromuscular
diseases, more specifically motor neuron diseases – spinal muscular atrophy
(SMA) and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). I am also actively involved in
research related to myotonic dystrophies and the dystrophinopathies.
My PhD thesis is oriented towards molecular basis of spinal muscular atrophy,
with focus on genotype-phenotype correlation and identification of genetic and
epigenetic factors that modify the effect of a primary disease-causing mutation.
I am an active member of various scientific societies, the most important being
The Serbian Neuromuscular Disease Network. I have a 4-year-long experience
in teaching at The Faculty of Biology, University of Belgrade and have been
an invited speaker at numerous national and international congresses and
manifestations.

Genetics in diagnostics of neuromuscular diseases (NMD)
NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES IN KEYWORDS AND NUMBERS
Neuromuscular disease (NMD) is a broad term which encompasses many
diseases that either directly, via an intrinsic muscle disorder, or indirectly, via
a nerve disorder, impair muscle function. Neuromuscular diseases are most
often genetic in origin (1). A genetic disorder is a condition which is caused by a
change in the DNA molecule called a mutation. The resulting disease is called
a monogenic disorder or a single gene disorder. Monogenic disorders occur as
a direct consequence of a DNA change in one particular gene and they follow
a certain inheritance pattern. Inheritance patterns trace the transmission of
genetically encoded traits, conditions or diseases to offspring. Neuromuscular
diseases are often severe and include more than 200 monogenic disorders with
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a total incidence exceeding 1 in 3,000 persons (2). For that reason they are
classified as rare diseases (Figure 1). Though relatively rare, they affect millions
of people worldwide and represent a considerable social and economic burden
in Europe (3).

Figure 1. Neuromuscular disorders in keywords.

The first causing gene fully identified for a neuromuscular disorder was the
dystrophin gene in 1986 (4). Since then, genes for other neuromuscular
disorders started to be identified. According to data from December 2014, a
total of 761 neuromuscular phenotypes has been described, 406 genes have
been associated with neuromuscular disorders, however, many more remain
unresolved with at least 72 diseases having been mapped to novel loci (5). These
figures are continuously being revised. The journal “Neuromuscular Disorders”
publishes annually and has an online version (http://www.musclegenetable.org/)
of a table of known genes and known linked loci with genes not yet identified, for
neuromuscular disorders.
GENETIC TESTING
The identification of the molecular basis of genetic disorders and advances in
DNA testing technology resulted in development of genetic tests. Genetic testing
is the examination of DNA with the aim to reveal changes responsible for the

Milos Brkusanin
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presence of a disorder. The result of genetic testing is an identified mutation
which is the direct cause of the disease. One of the peculiarities of genetic testing
is that it is normally performed just once in life and the result forms a permanent
part of a person’s health record. Genetic tests help to establish an unambiguous
clinical diagnosis, as well as testing of other members in affected pedigrees,
prenatal testing and they are necessary for development of genetically designed
therapies.
Symptomatic testing
Genetic testing of an affected person is referred to as symptomatic testing. How
does genetic testing help establish an accurate diagnosis? When symptoms
of the disease are clear, genetic test confirms clinical diagnosis. But, in cases
of differential diagnosis, when a clinician cannot clearly distinguish a particular
disease from others that present similar symptoms, genetic testing helps rule out
a correct diagnosis. This is of high importance for neuromuscular disorders which
are phenotypicaly very heterogeneous and often display overlapping symptoms.
Presymptomatic testing
Genes, including mutated ones, are inherited, passed on from one generation
to another. Therefore genetic testing impacts both the individual undergoing
testing and other members of the family. There may be more affected members
in a family or more carriers of a mutation. Depending on the inheritance pattern,
carriers may be healthy, but with high risk of delivering affected offspring or
they may be asymptomatic, meaning that at the moment of testing they display
no symptoms, but will develop them later in life. This kind of testing is called
presymptomatic testing. It is not recommended when preventive or therapeutic
measures are not available (6, 7). Presymptomatic testing of children is also
controversial. Many professional organisations strongly discourage and some
medical centres may even refuse to perform genetic testing of minors unless
there is a compelling medical reason to do so (8, 9). Several international
organisations have emphasised the need to treat genetic testing with special care
by drafting guidelines that outline rules to ensure respect for human dignity and
to protect privacy, that make provision for pretest education and psychological
counselling, and that require obtaining meaningful informed consent before
genetic test is performed. Decisions regarding the testing of minors should be
dealt with cautiously, taking into account the minors’ best interests (10, 11).
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Prenatal testing
Prenatal testing is performed only when a disease-causing mutation has
previously been identified in a family. In at-risk families, prenatal testing is the safe
path towards healthy offspring. In this kind of testing genetic status of a mother
is the first thing to be tested before actually testing the foetus. Prenatal testing
itself requires a maternal blood sample to exclude maternal cell contamination of
a foetal sample. However, prenatal testing of typically adult-onset conditions with
mild course of the disease, such as DM2, is not recommended (12).
De novo mutations
A de novo genetic change is the one not present in either parent and is responsible
for the sporadic incidence of the disease. Even though they may explain why
there is no family history of a neuromuscular disorder, they are extremely hard
to prove due to somatic or germ-line mosaicism. In cases of de novo mutations
prenatal testing in each pregnancy is still recommended.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about genetic testing
●	
How accurate are genetic test results? Genetic testing of monogenic
disorders is absolutely accurate and allows the unequivocal diagnosis of
certain neuromuscular diseases, as well as prenatal testing of individuals
with family history of neuromuscular diseases. However, due to methodology
limitations, not all mutations associated with a disease can be tested, but it
should be always clearly stated in the final report.
●	Are genetic tests useful for the therapy? What is personalised medicine?
In the era when increasing numbers of innovative genetically designed
therapies are being developed, genetic tests are becoming a bear necessity.
Hopefully, genetically designed therapies will modify the effects of a diseasecausing mutation or, in the best-case scenario, cure the disease. Genetically
designed therapies directly target the disease-causing mutation, which
means that patients with the same condition will recieve different therapies.
This approach is called personalised medicine because it is based on each
patient’s personal and unique genetic makeup. Even though it seems that
these therapies are closer than ever before, we still need to raise awareness
of the importance of genetic testing and participation of patients in patient
registries.

Milos Brkusanin
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●	What is genetic heterogeneity? Despite tremendous research and clinical
efforts, molecular causes remain unknown for nearly half of the NMD patients
due to genetic heterogeneity and testing by gene-by-gene approach (13).
Genetic heterogeneity means that the same disease can be caused by
mutations in any of several different genes or that many different mutations
within a given gene can be seen in different patients with the same genetic
condition. As an example, hereditary sensorimotor neuropathies are due to
mutations in nearly 50 genes.
Next generation sequencing
Beside genetic heterogenity, NMDs often show overlapping phenotypes or nonspecific symptoms that render the selection of a particular gene very difficult.
In addition, some large genes have no mutation hotspots, i.e. regions where
mutations are observed with greater frequency, and therefore cannot be analysed
by conventional molecular genetic tools. Recently, next generation sequencing
(NGS) has emerged as a successful approach to interrogate multiple genes
simultaneously and is currently mainly used to identify novel disease genes in a
research setting. Four approaches using NGS technology have been developed
(Figure 2):
●	custom gene panels which interrogate for known disease associated genes,
but require many patients in order to be cost-effective and analyses a limited
number of genes
●	whole exome sequencing which interrogates for the protein coding exons
and is used for detecting known genes and new disease-associated genes.
On the other hand, it detects too many changes with unclear phenotypic
significance
●	clinical exome sequencing which sequences all exons and flanking regions
of nearly 5000 clinically relevant genes
●	
whole genome sequencing which allows the discovery of pathogenic
variants in non-coding regions whose interpretation is extremely difficult.
Advance of technology foresees NGS as the main future strategy for genetic
diagnosis. But, to increase its benefit in diagnosis, improvement in bioinformatics,
storage of data and interpretation of variants are areas that require further
development, as well as expanded and multidisciplinary databases and tools
and increased training for biologists and clinicians.
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Figure 2. NGS approaches

NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES IN SERBIA
Recent years have seen rapid developments in the neuromuscular field and
many neuromuscular disease networks have been established around the globe.
The Serbian Neuromuscular Disease Network, NMD-SerbNet, was officially
launched on 1st, November 2014 in Belgrade. One of the major goals of the
NMD-SerbNet is improving diagnostics of NMDs by enhancing research and
advancing therapy of neuromuscular diseases in Serbia through well planned
long-term improvement and introduction of innovative practices in all aspects
of neuromuscular diseases, including genetic testing. Application of modern
techniques for the detection of different types of DNA mutations enabled diagnosis
of around 30 inherited neuromuscular diseases in Serbia, among which are the
most common forms of muscular dystrophies, motor neuron diseases, hereditary
neuropathies and mitochondrial diseases.
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Neuromuscular disorders - some keywords

genetic
disorders

rare
diseases

mutation

neuromuscular
disorders

inheritance
pattern
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monogenic
disorders
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Neuromuscular diorders in numbers

761

neuromuscular
disorders

406

disease-causing
genes

72

novel loci with
unidentified
disease-causing
genes

Kaplan JC, Hamroun D. The 2015 version of the gene table of monogenic neuromuscular disorders (nuclear
genome). Neuromuscul Disord. 2013 Dec;23(12):1081-111
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Genetic testing - FAQs

1
2
3
4

• What is genetic testing?
• What is the result of genetic testing?
• Do the results change over time?
• What are the benefits?
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Familial monogenic disorders

affected
persons

family members

symptomatic
testing

healthy
mutation
carriers

carrier testing

asymptomatic
mutation carrier

presymptomatic
testing

prenatal testing
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Prenatal testing

• only when a disease-causing mutation has previously
been identified
• safe path towards healthy offspring
• exclude maternal cell contamination
• not recommended for adult-onset conditions with mild
course of the disease

milosb@bio.bg.ac.rs
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De novo genetic changes
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Genetic testing - FAQs

• How accurate are genetic test results?
• Are genetic tests useful for the therapy?
• What is personalized medicine?
• What is genetic heterogeneity?

milosb@bio.bg.ac.rs
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Next generation sequencing (NGS)
•

CUSTOM GENE PANELS

 interrogate for known diseaseassociated genes
X many patients should be
analysed to be cost effective
X limited number of genes
•

WHOLE EXOME SEQUENCING

 interrogates for the protein
coding exons (1-2% genome)
 is used for detecting known
genes and also new diseaseassociated genes
X detects too many SNV with
uncertain significance
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•

CLINICAL EXOME SEQUENCING

 sequencing all exons and
flanking intron regions of 4813
clinically relevant genes

•

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING

 allows discovery of pathogenic
variants in non-coding regions
X interpretation of deep intronic
variants is difficult
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Potential of genetically designed therapies for
neuromuscular disorders

University of Belgrade, Faculty of Biology, Center for Human Molecular Genetics,
Studentski trg 16, 11 000 Belgrade, Serbia
Abstract – Inherited neuromuscular disorders are still without efficient therapy
since the existing ones treat individual disease symptoms. Identification of
disease-causing genes and understanding the underlying molecular pathogenic
mechanisms have led to development of promising RNA-based modifying
therapies in recent years. They are designed to target the mutant RNAs and
(partially) overcome the direct consequence of mutation. The rationales for their
design depend on type of mutation and its pathogenic effect. In this paper I will
present the principles of designing the RNA-based modifying therapies for the
most common inherited neuromuscular disorders which have entered evaluation
in the clinical trials: exon skipping and read-through of premature stop codon
for Duchenne muscular dystrophy, splicing modulation of SMN2 gene for spinal
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muscular atrophy therapy, and antisense oligonucleotide mediated degradation
of toxic RNAs for myotonic dystrophy type 1.
1. INTRODUCTION
Existing treatments for rare diseases, including inherited neuromuscular
diseases, aim to delay the symptoms by dealing with the secondary effects. They
are not completely effective because they treat just one aspect of the disease.
Identification of disease-causing genes has enabled the accurate genetic
testing (symptomatic, carrier and prenatal testing), which has a great benefit
for patients and their families. At the same time, it has brought advances in
the understanding of disrupted cellular processes leading to diseases, and has
facilitated translational research with the goal to reach a therapy which will target
the underlying cause of these currently incurable diseases. Genetically designed
therapies stand for a tailor-made therapy based on a patient DNA profile. The
perfect one is supposed to correct the causing mutation, a mistake in the DNA
molecule. Even though a lot of was expected from this kind of approach, the
progress made in the development of therapeutics targeting RNA have led to
the design of a new generation of more promising genetic therapy referred to as
RNA-based modifying therapy [1]. It is designed to target the mutant RNA and
(partially) overcome the direct consequence of mutation.
Information contained in a gene is passed to RNAs to produce proteins in
the cells. Human genes consist of exons, sequences caring protein-coding
information, and introns, sequences separating exons and having no proteincoding information. The entire gene is transcribed into RNA. Introns are
then removed in a process called splicing to produce mRNA with continuous
information for protein. mRNAs are subsequently translated to proteins. If there
is a mutation in the gene, it is passed to RNAs and mutant RNAs produce either
non functional protein of protein toxic to the cell. Sometimes, mutant RNAs may
have a toxic effect for the cells. Depending on the type of mutation, RNA-based
modifying therapy can be designed to modify splicing of mutant RNAs, to read
through premature stop codon in mRNAs, to disrupt secondary structures of
mutant RNAs or to degrade them [1].
Promising results are accumulating for RNA-based modifying therapies for the
most common inherited neuromuscular disorders, and some of them are currently
under evaluation in the clinical trials. In this paper I will present molecular-genetic
basis and rationales of designing RNA-based modifying therapies for Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy and myotonic dystrophy type 1.
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2. RATIONALE OF RNA-BASED MODIFYING THERAPIES
FOR DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD, MIM#310200) is the most common form
of muscular dystrophy affecting 1 in 3.500 boys [2]. It represents a rapidly
progressive disease, usually diagnosed between the ages of 3 and 5, loss of
ambulation by the age of 12, and death in the third decade due to respiratory and/
or cardiac failure [3]. DMD is a X-linked recessive disease caused by mutations
in the dystrophin gene (DMD, MIM*300377). Its protein product, dystrophin, is
a large cytoskeletal protein interacting with a glycoprotein complex spanning
the sarcolemma, and thus acting as an important link between the internal
cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix [4]. Mutations in the DMD gene are
also associated with Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD, MIM#300376), which is
less severe and less progressive in comparison to DMD, and affects 1 in 18.000
live male births [2, 5]. BMD is characterized with a later onset of the symptoms
and patients usually remain ambulatory beyond the age of 15.
DMD and BMD are associated with a broad spectrum of mutations in the DMD
gene. Deletions of one or more exons are the most common mutations, observed
in 60-70% of all patients, while duplications are identified in 5-15% [6, 7]. The
remaining DMD and BMD patients (20-30%) have small mutations such as point
mutations (mainly nonsense mutation, 5-15%), deletions and insertions smaller
than one exon, splice-site mutations and deep intronic mutations [6, 7]. About 66%
of deletions of one or more exons have been detected in the distal mutational hot
spot region in the DMD gene, including exons 45-55, while 50% of duplications
have been identified in proximal mutational hot spot region, encompassing exons
2-20 [7]. On the contrary, there is no mutational hot spot region for small mutations,
and they are usually scattered throughout the entire DMD gene [7].
Phenotypic discrepancy between DMD and BMD patients at the molecular
level has been explained by the reading frame hypothesis [8], which assumes
that mutations not disrupting the reading frame of the dystrophin mRNA (inframe mutations) give rise to the expression of shorter but partially functional
protein and they are associated with a milder BMD phenotype. On the contrary,
mutations disrupting the reading frame (out-of-frame mutations) result in unstable
mRNAs that undergo degradation by nonsense mediated decay mechanism and
no dystrophin production, giving raise to DMD phenotype. The reading frame
hypothesis has been shown to be applicable in more than 90% of cases [9].
The reading frame hypothesis was the rationale for designing exon skipping
therapy. Contrary to the current symptomatic therapies, exon skipping therapy
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targets the effect of a causative mutation – out-of-frame deletion at the RNA level,
and aims to moderate disease progression by conversion of DMD into a milder
BMD phenotype [10, 11]. The strategy is to restore the reading frame of the
dystrophin mRNA by skipping the appropriate exon which results in converting
out-of-frame to in-frame mutation. This can be achieved by backbone-modified
antisense oligonucleotides (AONs) that are able to bind to complementary
sequences within the exon of interest, making it unrecognizable for splicing
machinery. As a consequence, there is a change in the splicing pattern which,
in turn, restores the reading frame of the dystrophin mRNA, leading to the
expression of partially functional protein.
The potential clinical application of the exon skipping therapy for DMD will be
highly personalized and specific for each out-of-frame deletion because designed
AONs are specific for each skipped exon. This emphasizes the necessity and
the significance of the accurate genetic diagnosis for each patient. According
to the estimation based on the TREAT-NMD DMD Global Database, 55% of
total DMD mutations and 80% of out-of-frame deletions could be restored by
skipping the specific single exons [7]. AONs that induce skipping of exon 51,
53, 45 and 44, with potential to rescue up to 14%, 10.1%, 9% and 7.1% of DMD
patients respectively, are currently under evaluation in clinical trials. First AONs
entered the clinical trials in 2007 were those for skipping of exon 51. PRO051 or
drisapersen was developed by Prosensa in partnership with GlaxoSmithKline,
while AVI-4658 or eteplirsen was developed by the MDEX Consortium and AVI
BioPharma [reviewed in 1]. Further improvement of exon-skipping therapy for
DMD in context of genetic heterogeneity of DMD patients may be achieved by
multiexon-skipping. For example, an optimal combination may be AON cocktail
design for skipping of exons 45–55 which would lead to the synthesis of artificial
dystrophin that could transform the DMD phenotype to asymptomatic or mild
BMD phenotype [12]. This multiple-exon skipping could theoretically rescue up
to 63% of DMD patients with an out-of-frame deletion.
Point mutations that change a codon to the stop-codon are referred to as
nonsense mutations. They result in the presence of premature stop codon in
mRNAs, which induce degradation of mutant RNA by nonsense mediated decay
mechanism, and therefore no protein production. Using the small molecules
which enable ribosome, protein synthesis machinery in the cells, to read-through
of premature stop codons in mRNAs and therefore restore protein synthesis is
another approach for RNA-based modifying therapy for DMD. It has potential to
rescue up to 15% of all DMD patients [6]. Aminoglycosides, such as gentamicin,
may enable ribosome to read-through of premature stop codons in cell assays,
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but many of them have long-term toxic effects [13]. PTC Therapeutics has
discovered PTC124 or ataluren in the screening for drugs that promote readthrough of premature stop codons in DMD cell lines and the DMD mouse model
[14]. This molecule has passed all steps toward developing a therapy [15] and
was granted conditional marketing authorization in the European Union under
the trade name Translarna™ for the treatment of DMD ambulatory patients who
have a nonsense mutation and are aged five years and older. Translarna is
the first treatment approved for the underlying cause of DMD. Ataluren has the
potential to be an important therapy not only form DMD, but also for other types
of muscular dystrophy, cystic fibrosis and other genetic disorders for which a
nonsense mutation is the cause of the disease.
3. RATIONALE OF RNA-BASED MODIFYING THERAPIES
FOR SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an autosomal recessive disease representing
the most frequent monogenic cause of infant mortality, with an incidence of
1/6.000 live births [16] and a carrier rate of 1/35 in the European populations
[17]. It is characterized by progressive degeneration of α-motor neurons in the
spinal cord, leading to symmetrical weakness and atrophy of limb muscles and
the entire trunk during disease progression [18]. SMA is caused by deficiency of
the survival of motor neuron (SMN) protein, which appears to be essential for
the survival of motor neurons, and generation and plasticity of neuromuscular
junctions [19]. In ~98% of patients the reduced level of the SMN protein is caused
by homozygous absence of the survival of motor neuron 1 gene (SMN1, OMIM
*600354) [20]. Remaining patients are compound heterozygotes with absence
of one copy of SMN1 gene and a small mutation in the another [21]. Despite
high degree of genetic homogeneity, clinical presentation of SMA is extremely
variable in age-at-onset and severity, ranging from a severe infantile type to
the mild, adult-onset form, which are phenotypically graded as type I (OMIM
#253300), type II (OMIM #253550), type III (OMIM #271150) and type IV SMA
(OMIM #253400).
Related to the RNA-based modifying therapy for SMA the question is how can
the expression of SMN protein be modulated when ~98% of patients have no
SMN1 gene? In the human genome there is an additional gene, SMN2 (OMIM
*601627), which has potential to code functional SMN protein [20]. Namely, SMN2
gene is 99% identical to SMN1, and the only functional difference in the proteincoding sequences is the one nucleotide substitution at exon 7 (c.840C>T). This
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nucleotide substitution does not change protein-coding information, but disrupts
exon splicing enhancer and causes skipping of exon 7 in ~90% of SMN2
transcripts [22]. The truncated SMN2 transcripts code unstable, rapidly degraded
SMN protein and thus cannot fully compensate the loss of SMN protein. The
potential of SMN2 gene to produce ~10% of the functional protein, together with
its copy number polymorphism, make this gene a major genetic modifier of the
SMA phenotype: the majority of type I patients carry 1-2 SMN2 copies, type II
patients have 3 copies, type III patients have 3-4 copies, and type IV patients
carry 4-6 copies [21, 23]. Due to described properties, the SMN2 gene may be
used as a target for RNA-based modifying therapy for SMA.
The rationale for RNA-based modifying therapy for SMA is to develop splice
modulators designed to promote the inclusion of exon 7 into the SMN2 transcripts
and therefore to increase the expression of the stable, full-length SMN protein.
Since SMA is genetic homogenous disease, this kind of therapy would be
applicable to all SMA patients. It has been shown that restoring the splicing
of exon 7 in SMN2 transcripts can be achieved by ASOs that mask the intron
sequence (intronic splicing silencer) which inhibits inclusion of the exon 7 in
mature SMN2 mRNAs [24-26] or with small molecules that promote the inclusion
of exon 7 [27]. AON ISIS-SMNRx developed by the Isis Pharmaceuticals Inc. is
the most advanced SMN2 splice modulator in development for SMA therapy and
had entered clinical trials (https://clinicaltrials.gov/). It is delivered to CNS tissues
via intrathecal injection since it cannot cross blood brain barrier. In a mouse
model it has been shown that AON was more efficient when it was delivered to
both the CNS and periphery [26], meaning that efficient SMA therapy will require
systemic delivery of the therapeutics. Small molecules developed by PTC
Therapeutics Inc., Roche and the Spinal Muscular Atrophy Foundation show
remarkable SMN2 splicing selectivity [27]. They are orally available, blood brain
barrier–penetrant and can reach all tissues relevant to SMA. After passing proof
of principle studies [27] the lead SMN2 splice modulator discovered, RG7800,
completed the Phase I trial in healthy volunteers in 2014.
4. R
 ATIONALE OF RNA-BASED MODIFYING THERAPIES
FOR MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY TYPE 1
Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1, OMIM#160900) and type 2 (DM2, OMIM#602668)
are the most common muscular dystrophy in adults and the second most common
cause of muscular dystrophy after DMD, affecting approximately 1 of 8.000
people according to the clinical assessment [28]. They are characterized by
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muscle weakness, myotonia and multisystem involvement, including cataracts,
brain, endocrine, smooth-muscle and cardiovascular symptoms [29]. DM1 is
one of the most variable monogenic diseases concerning age-at-onset, initial
symptoms and clinical presentation. The phenotypic continuum of DM1 varies
from asymptomatic adults to severely affected neonates with congenital onset
of the disease [28, 29]. Adult-onset form is the most prevalent with common
age-at-onset in the second or third decade of life and clinical presentation typical
for DM1 [28, 29]. DM2 is generally a milder disease, with a broad spectrum of
usually mild phenotypes and age-at-onset typically in the fourth decade [29, 30].
DM1 is caused by the expansions of CTG repeats in the 3¢ untranslated region of
DMPK gene (OMIM*605377) [31], while DM2 is associated with the expansions
of CCTG repeats located in the first intron of the CNBP gene (OMIM*116955)
[32]. Both forms of the disease are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner.
The size of the expansions is roughly correlated both with the age-at-onset and
overall severity in DM1 [31, 33], and this is not the case in DM2.
Expansions of DM1 and DM2 non-coding repeats, in general, do not affect
protein function. Instead, mutant RNAs with expanded repeats gain toxic function
(RNA dominant gain-of-function), and this mechanism has been predominantly
characterized in DM1 [34]. DM1 mutant RNAs form a hairpin structures that bind
up the splicing regulators – MBNL proteins, which are seen as RNA nuclear
foci [35]. These result in sequestration and functional loss-of-function of MBNL
proteins [36]. DM1 mutant RNAs also upregulate the levels of a second splicing
regulator – CELF1 protein by activation of protein kinase C. The imbalance and
disrupted function of splicing regulators lead to misregulation of a wide range
of alternative splicing events and RNA metabolism in general [37]. Therefore,
a global spliceopathy is a molecular hallmark of DM1 directly contributing to its
clinical features.
Insight into the RNA dominant gain-of-function mechanism underlying DM1 has
led to the development of several molecular approaches that directly target
the DM1 mutant RNAs with aim to inhibit the effects or to degrade toxic RNAs.
Among different approaches, ASOs have demonstrated particularly promising
results, including reversing of disrupted alternative splicing events [38, 39]. ASOs
containing multiple complementary CAG repeats sterically block DM1 mutant
RNAs by complementary binding to expanded repeats. This results in unwinding
of the RNA hairpin structures, releasing of MBNL proteins from toxic RNA nuclear
foci and their disruption [38]. With the release of MBNL proteins from the RNA
foci, the defect in the regulation of global alternative splicing was found to be
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at least partially corrected [38]. A more attractive approach is to eliminate RNA
toxicity by direct degradation of DM1 mutant RNAs by using ASOs designed to
promote RNase H-mediated cleavage of the target RNA [40]. RNase H is a nonsequence-specific enzyme that recognizes RNA–DNA duplexes in the nucleus
and specifically cleaves the RNA strand. By introducing appropriately modified
ASOs, referred to as gapmers, which are complementary to a specific sequence
of the target RNA, RNase H can mediate cleavage and decay of the target RNA.
Gapmers that contain CAG sequences complementary to the CUG repeats can
effectively reduce the levels of toxic DM1 RNAs and disrupt RNA nuclear foci in
the cell culture and DM1 animal model [39, 40]. Targeting mutant DM1 RNAs
in mouse DM1 model was accompanied by the release of sequestered MBNL
proteins, improving their splicing regulatory activity, and in gene expression
profile shifted towards wild-type mice, indicating an overall trend for splicing
(and transcriptome) normalization [39]. ASO which promotes degradation of the
mutant DM1 transcript by the RNase H mechanism of action, developed by the
Isis Pharmaceuticals Inc. (ISIS-DMPK-2.5Rx), is currently the only program in
clinical testing that is designed to overcome the underlying genetic defect that
causes DM1.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Insights into the molecular pathogenic mechanisms underlying the most
common inherited neuromuscular diseases have led to the development of
RNA-based modifying therapies which are designed to target the mutant RNAs
and overcome the direct consequence of mutations. Therapeutics designed
for RNA-based modifying therapies for DMD, SMA and DM1 have successfully
passed proof of principle studies – in vitro cell assays and animal models to
prove that therapeutic is working, and some of them have entered clinical trials
(https://clinicaltrials.gov). Each phase of a clinical trial is designed to answer a
separate research question – safe dosage range, effectiveness, identification and
monitoring of side effects, comparison to commonly used treatments. The last
step in the development of RNA-based modifying therapies will be drug approval
for the market. Beside the promising results there are still some challenges in
RNA-based modifying therapies. DMD, SMA and DM1 are multisystem disorders
and delivery of therapeutics to all affected tissues is the main barrier for clinically
efficient application of ASOs. Additionally, it will be necessary to find non-invasive
biomarkers for monitoring the therapy, and to change the regulatory framework
for orphan drug approval.
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disorders
• Duchenne muscular dystrophy
• Spinal muscular atrophy
• Myotonic dystrophy
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Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD)
25

20

X-linked disease caused by mutations in the dystrophin (DMD) gene
Deletions of one or more exons (65-70%)
- Mutational hot spots – the first and middle parts of the gene (70%)

15
delecije
duplikacije

10

5

0
1b 2

4

6

8 10
12 14 16
18 20 22
24 26 28
30 32 34
36 38 40
42 44 46
48 50 52
54 56 58
60 62 64
66 68 70
72 74 76
78

Duplications of one or more exons ( 5-15%)
Small mutations – 20-30% (7-15% nonsense)
duska@bio.bg.ac.rs
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In-frame and out-of-frame mutations
Correct reading frame

GAUAUUUCUACUAGACAGUUUAUUAAUUUA
D Y S T R O P
H I N
Functional protein

In-frame mutation
Do not disrupt the reading frame

GAUAUUUCUAGACAGUUUAUUAAU
D Y S R O P
I N
Truncated functional protein
BMD phenotype
duska@bio.bg.ac.rs

Out –of-frame mutation
Disrupt the reading frame

GAUAUACUAGACAGUUUAUUAAU
D Y H D S L L P
Non-functional protein
DMD phenotype
EAMDA, Belgrade 2015
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Rational for DMD exon skipping therapy
• To restore the reading frame by converting out-of-frame to in-frame
mutation by skipping the appropriate exon
• Conversion of DMD to milder BMD phenotype
• Antisense oligonucleotides (AONs)

AON masks exon 51

duska@bio.bg.ac.rs
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DMD exon skipping therapy
• DMD is genetically heterogeneous disease –
designed AONs are specific for each skipped
exon – personalized therapy
• Overview of exons for which single exon
skipping would be applicable to the largest
groups of DMD patients
• Antisense oligonucleotides that induce skipping
of exon 51, 44, 45, or 53 are currently under
evaluation in clinical trials
• Some of them have progressed to Phase III
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Stop codon read through DMD therapy
– sense from nonsense –
Normal stop codon

Alomost 15% of DMD patients have nonsense mutations

Premature stop codon
cocon

Stop codon read through DMD therapy
– sense from nonsense –

• Ataluren was granted conditional marketing authorization in the
European Union under the trade name Translarna™ for the treatment
of DMD ambulatory patients aged five years and older
• Translarna is the first approved treatment for the underlying cause of
DMD

Dusanka Savic-Pavicevic

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA)
• Autosomal recessive disease – functional loss of survival of motor
neuron (SMN) protein – mutations in SMN1 gene
• 98% of patients have no SMN1 gene

duska@bio.bg.ac.rs
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How can we modify the expression of SMN
protein when patients have no SMN1 gene?
•

SMN2 gene – additional gene coding SMN protein
– Functional DNA change causing skipping of exon 7 and producing truncated mRNA
coding unstable, rapidly degraded SMN protein
– Produces only 10% of functional SMN protein
– Cannot fully compensate for the loss of SMN1

duska@bio.bg.ac.rs
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Rational for SMA modifying therapy
•

To promote the inclusion of exon 7 into the SMN2 mRNA and thus increase
expression of the stable, full-length SMN protein
SMN2 specific splice modifiers
Antisense oligonucleotides
ISIS-SMNRx - Delivered to
CNS via intrathecal injection
Small molecules
RG7800
Orally available
Modify SMN2 splicing
with remarkable selectivity

•
•

Currently under evaluation in clinical trials
Therapy will be applicable to all SMA patients
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Myotonic dystrophies (DM)
• DM1 (Steirnet disease)
• DM2 (Proximal Myotonic Myopathy)
(CTG)n

• Unstable repeat expansion
diseases with autosomal
dominant inheritance

DM1 – DMPK gene

3’UTR

(CCTG)n
DM2 – CNBP gene

intron 1

RNA hairpins

• RNA diseases

MBNL proteins

Toxic RNA nuclear foci
D. Savić-Pavićević

MBNL sequestration
Abnormal RNA metabolism
EAMDA, Belgrade 2015
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DM modifying therapy – handling repeats
•

To disrupt toxic RNA foci and make sequestered proteins available to the cell

Antisense oligonucleotide
• Delivered via
subcutaneous injection
• Clinical trial is in
progress
Small Molecules
• Proof of principle studies

• Therapy will be applicable
to all DM patients
duska@bio.bg.ac.rs
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Challenges in RNA-based therapies

• Reaching systemic delivery of therapeutics – the main barrier for
clinically efficient exploitation of RNA based therapeutics
• Early diagnosis
• Finding non-invasive biomarkers for monitoring the therapy
• Changing the regulatory framework for orphan drug approval
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Take-home massage
Patients, clinicians and researchers should put their hands together
to reach the efficient therapies curing the underlying cause of genetic
disorders
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An overview of the medical image processing tools for the
muscle tissue diagnosis assessment in MRI images.

Abstract - Image processing is an important part of medical computer-based
assessment that has proven a useful and powerful instrument that allows accurate
and fast diagnosis. Existing methods may be classified into three groups: preprocessing methods, processing methods and post-processing methods. The
intensity-inhomogeneity correction of the medical images is an initial and the most
critical step of the pre-processing, while automatic segmentation significantly
reduces manual interaction for whole volume analysis during processing. Postprocessing methods provides a second opinion combining doctoral knowledge
and segmentation results. Due to the importance of the computers in modern
medicine, numerical methods of various complexity have been proposed.
However, the performance of these methods is not always acceptable for
datasets with different acquisition protocols and anatomical structure. In paper
the overview of the most relevant literature methods for limb MRI image analysis
is presented. Methods are classified according to the task and degree of the
manual involvement.
1. INTRODUCTION
Medical image acquisition devices provide a vast amount of anatomical and
functional information, which facilitate and improve diagnosis and patient treatment,
especially when supported by modern quantitative image analysis methods. The
growing interest in 3D data analysis (i.e. volumetric) where the size of data is a lot
larger than in 2D made need for new ideas in image algorithm development.
A computer-based assessment (CBA) is a relatively young field that is aimed
to replace manual delineation by an automated process. It covers the variety
of ways in which a computer can be used for diagnostic assessment. An
example of successful integration of CBA in medicine is early cancer detection
from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images [1, 2, 3]. Today CBA tends to
incorporate methods that not only produces accurate information extraction but
also minimizes computational time for everyday clinical diagnostic procedures.
Image segmentation is a key task in CBA applications. Medical images mostly
contain complicated structures and their precise segmentation is necessary
for clinical diagnosis. One such task is muscle segmentation which is quite
complicated and challenging due to the poorly visible borders between neighbor
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components and intensity-inhomogeneity in the tissues common for magnetic
resonance images. Therefore, the pre-processing for intensity-inhomogeneity
reduction is important part of the CBA systems.
MRI is a popular way to obtain an image of inner structure with high contrast
allowing early detecting of the abnormal changes such as fat appearance. The
limb structure borders recognition in MRI images is very important and has many
applications in medicine such as: detection of the abnormalities, diagnoses of
the muscle dystrophy progression, monitoring of the muscle activities, reveals
differences between healthy people and the effects of ageing or disease [4], etc.
Eugenio Mercuri [5] summarized that sufficient muscle MRI data now exists for
several genetic muscle diseases to allow a typical pattern of pathology to be
identified. However, for most genetic muscle diseases there is still a lack of MRI
data and it will be necessary to collect larger cohorts of patients before any
statements about the usefulness of muscle MRI for specific diseases can be
made [6]. One of the most puzzling findings in muscle MRI studies is the selective
involvement of specific muscles in diseases in which the disease-causing gene
is ubiquitously expressed. Nevertheless latest research shows that muscles are
commonly affected by different muscle wasting diseases and each muscle type
responds differently to these diseases [7]. For example, facioscapulohumeral
muscular dystrophy (FSHD) analysis showed common features in muscles such
as muscle involvement asymmetry, oedema appearance in MRI images. Tennis
at prepubertal age is associated with marked hypertrophy of the dominant arm,
leading to a marked level of asymmetry, much greater than observed in nonactive controls [8]. Moreover, physical activity levels evidently decrease during
aging [9] and the consequent disuse can impact on muscle size and function.
In [10] has been demonstrated the excellent reliability of segmentation to
assess cross-sectional areas and therefore the volume of individual quadriceps
femoris muscles using MRI. In [11] study reveals that among the thigh muscles,
morphologic changes appear more in knee extensor muscles than in knee flexors
in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, indicating muscle shape
differences. These findings could inform the design of strength training programs
as well as targeted prescription of therapeutics, such as neuromuscular electrical
stimulation and biofeedback, to the more affected muscles or muscle sections.
Thus, precise delimitation of individual muscles may serve as a basis for a future
diagnosis of the muscles.
Image segmentation is often described as partitioning an image into a finite number of semantically non-overlapping regions. A number of automatic and semi-au-
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tomatic segmentation methods have been proposed in the literature. These techniques take advantage of manual segmentation and allow users to intervene the
segmentation process by incorporating prior-knowledge, validating results and
correcting errors, thus potentially lead to accurate segmentation results.
Paper presents an overview of automatic and semi-automatic techniques
for medical image analysis of the limb MRI images. A considerable number
of literature methods have been proposed for 2D and 3D image analysis of
T1- weighted MRI images. The time required for 3D processing dramatically
increases, making the method not practical for real-time processing [12].
Moreover, the 3D segmentation methods tend to produce smooth approximation
of medical objects that can lead to loss of the information near the object border.
Therefore, the majority of computational schemes are focused primarily on a
single-slice analysis and then the single-slice segmentation results are extended
to 3D. Thus, muscle boundaries are commonly identified in 2D images, in the
axial images, and a three-dimensional polygonal surface is created for each
muscle from the outlines [13].
The overview literature methods are classified according to the segmentation
strategy and analysed according to the evaluation strategies and applications.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE METHODS
The CBA methods may be generally classified on semi-automatic and fully
automatic methods. Semi-automatic methods require user interaction and
computers. The user needs to input some parameters and is responsible
for analysing the visual information and providing feedback response for the
software. The semi-automatic muscle-segmentation methods are divided into
three main processes: initialization, feedback response, and evaluation [14].
For fully automatic processing, the computer determines all components without
any human interaction. In practice, a fully automatic segmentation algorithms
combine artificial intelligence and prior knowledge. With the development of
machine learning algorithms that can simulate the intelligence of humans to
learn effectively, the study of fully automatic segmentation has become a popular
research issue. Unfortunately, the fully automatic methods may produce errors
due to the difference between data acquisition parameters and patient anatomy
variation, therefore, semi-automatic methods may be optimal solution that speed
up manual segmentation providing computer-based assessment for prediction of
the segmentation outlines.
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The CBA methods may be classified in three groups: (i) pre-processing, (ii)
processing, and (iii) post-processing. Fig. 1. shows an example of the CAD
system for FSHD [15] diagnosis.

Fig. 1: CBA scheme for FSHD lower-limb MRI diagnosis [16].

2.1 Intensity-inhomogeneity correction
The objective of the intensity-inhomogeneity correction is to improve the data
quality and observable information. The MRI image noise mainly arises from the
non-uniform RF fields during the MRI data acquisition. To reduce the effects of
intensity-inhomogeneity in MRI images, various methods were developed that
incorporate different assumptions of statistical and anatomical properties of the
object tissue under so-called bias field (see Fig. 2). An overview of the literature
methods with their brief description may be found in [2]. Among the most
notable methods are non-parametric non-uniformity normalization (N3) [17],
homomorphic filtering [18], bias correction based on fuzzy c-mean clustering
approach (BCFCM) [19] and Li et al. method [20]. For effective pre-processing,
each method needs to be evaluated to find the best solution over comparative
analysis. The recently proposed methods, GA and BCG method designed
particularly for lower-limb MRI image correction have been also included for
comparison analysis. They already showed their effectiveness for FSHD MRI
scans assessment [21, 16] in terms of the computational time and segmentation
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accuracy. Fig. 2 shows an example of the axial-view FSHD lower-limb MRI image
with its histogram representation.


Fig. 2: An example of the FSHD patient axial view MRI slice. Top image: greyscale
image and its correspondent histogram visualization. Bottom image: volumetric
reconstruction of the lower-limb MRI scan (left image) with bias field, bias field (middle
image) and clean image (right image).

The computation time required for single slice correction may vary from few a
seconds up to a few minutes. Computational speed is especially critical for realtime and everyday diagnosis and for processing large datasets. Table 1 shows
comparison of the average computational time in seconds for a single-slice 3.0T
MRI scan intensity-inhomogeneity correction performed with selected methods
using PC (Intel§Core (TM) i7 CPU 920 @ 2.67 GHz,Memory (RAM): 3 GB,
Windows Vista 64-bit Operating System) with Matlab 2012b.
Table 1: The average computational time in seconds for a single-slice 3.0T MRI scan
intensity-inhomogeneity correction performed with literature methods.
modality

N3

Homomorphic

BCFCM

Li et al.

BCG

GA

T1-weighted

2,3

0,1

253,5

29,4

1,5

3,1

T2-weighted

2,6

2,0

217,6

32,9

24

36,7
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Comparison in terms of the segmentation accuracy can be found in [16], where
the Li et al. method, GA method and BCG method have been shown as the
most effective, while BCFCM method should yield the most inaccurate result.
For validation of the segmentation accuracy the adipose tissue has used as
the most uniform structure with the highest intensity. Then, the segmentation
results obtained by using automatic clustering methods from corrected images
where compared with that one annotated by a medical specialists. The highest
similarity between correspondent segmentation results indicates better
performance of the intensity-inhomogeneity correction. Another important factor
for method selection is also amount of parameters required for initialization. The
first group of parameter initialization depends on the MRI acquisition protocol
that can be different for each dataset. Other group of parameters depends on
the segmentation task. Thus, BCFCM method requires initialization of the mean
intensity for each tissue group that is to be identified. However, selection of
the mean values requires manual interaction and does not guarantee accurate
correction results, because of subjective selection of the mean values and
similarity measure between mean values of the non-corrupted intensity from
one tissue group and corrupted intensity from another tissue group. This may
explain the poor results of the BCFCM method showed in table 2. Finally, the
third group of parameters are related to the technical method performance,
i.e. definition of the number of iterations. Usually, such parameters have to
be estimated experimentally and can produce additional artefacts such as
brightness or reduced contrast between tissues. The Li et al. method is based
on the level-set approach and requires six parameters that need to be defined by
a specialist, while BCG method required only two parameters. The N3 method
has been designed as a non-parametric method, nevertheless its effectiveness
is not very high compare to other literature methods, therefore, some software
packages, i.e. MIPAV (Medical Imaging Processing, Analysis, and Visualization;
[22]) software package, enable manual regulation of some parameters.
2.2 Segmentation methods
2.2.1. Subcutaneous adipose tissue segmentation
Some relevant literature methods for subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT)
segmentation with a short description are presented in table 2. The most
simple segmentation method for SAT recognition uses a simple histogram (the
pixel number versus the signal intensity) thresholding [23] obtained manually
by analysing the intensity histogram. More complex methods use automatic
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threshold calculation, such as fuzzy-logic techniques and k-mean clustering.
They follow connectivity rules for grouping pixels in homogeneous regions. The
fuzzy c-mean (FCM) clustering [49] is the most frequently used in limb MRI
analysis that can be observed in table 2. Kang et al. in [24] showed that FCM
can highlight adipose tissue with higher accuracy than pixel-based classification
using local mean and standard deviation proposed in [25]. For FCM and k-mean
clustering techniques the cluster number is an important parameter. The FCM
cluster number is commonly defined to be three. Nevertheless, in practice,
three clusters cannot always well describe the discrepancies between different
tissues [24]. Adipose tissue may display multiple clusters (caused due to the
partial volume effect) leading to miss-quantification with three-class clustering.
Therefore, the number of classes should be defined individually for each dataset.
Kang et al. [26] defined five classes that further were corrected manually to
obtain three tissue groups. Valentinitsch et al. [27] reported limitations for SAT
segmentation using k-mean clustering and suggested to incorporate texture
features and edge information to overcome the issue of miss-classification in the
internal SAT contour for cases of completely fatty infiltrated muscles attached to
the subcutaneous adipose tissue. Wald et al. [28] applied morphological opening
by a circular structure element (radius of three pixels) to enforce that there is no
connection between the subcutaneous adipose tissue, bone marrow and intramuscular fat voxels. Segmentation techniques based on the level-set based
approach requires contour initialization. The closeness of the initial contour to
the required object border is an important consideration for accurate evaluation.
In [29] the initial contour identification is performed manually by an expert. Some
authors [30, 1] proposed to identify it using FCM clustering and morphological
operations (i.e. morphological erosion). Unfortunately, aforementioned methods
fail in case of the highly affected muscles where poor contrast on the border
between SAT and muscle region is observed. An alternative method was
proposed for FSHD MRI image segmentation [21]. It is based on the dynamic
programming along the poorly-visible border and the obtained results indicates
good performance for images with various degree of the fat infiltration in the
muscle region.
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Table 2: Subcutaneous adipose tissue segmentation methods for T1-weighted MRI
images.
Year

First author

Method description

2007

Wang [30]

Parametric deformable model

2009

Positano [1]

Fuzzy c-mean clustering with active contour

2010

Peijie [29]

Active contour method

2011

Tang [31]

Fuzzy c-mean clustering with morphological operations

2012

Makrogiannis [32]

Parametric deformable method

2012

Wald [28]

Fuzzy c-mean clustering with morphological operations

2013

Valentinitsch [27]

K-mean clustering (k=3) with morphological operations

2013

Chambers [21]

Fuzzy c-mean clustering

2.2.2. Muscle segmentation
Segmentation methods mainly rely on clearly defined topology and an object
boundary characterized by salient features such as edges, texture, etc. Earlier
computer-assisted muscle segmentation methods use edge detection and
watershed [33]. These methods are inefficient when it comes to segmenting
individual components of the quadriceps muscles. Intramuscular septa (muscle
fascia or fascial septum separating muscle masses) is not always clearly
presented in an image for all muscle groups. Thus, atlas-based deformable
models are common for muscle segmentation. When a standard atlas or
template is available, segmentation can be treated as a registration problem.
Due to the border shapes variability it is challenging to create an atlas or even an
atlas dataset for individual muscles. Jurcak et al. [34] proposed an atlas-based
segmentation for the quadratus lumborum muscle.
A recent semi-automatic method that does not require a training set and texture
features was proposed by Commean et al. in [35]. The second derivative of
brightness on fat-saturated MRI images was used for manual delineation of
muscles. The user is required to break connections in the binary edge map
between individual muscle components. This method works well only on fatsaturated images, but can be improved through more sophisticated edge
detection techniques.
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Table 3 presents an overview literature methods of semi-automatic T1-weighted MRI
image segmentation with their brief description and degree of the manual interaction.
Table 3: Limb muscle segmentation methods for T1-weighted MRI images.
Year First
author
2008 Lavrijsen
[39]
2009 Essafi
[40]
2009 Schmid
[41]
2010 Wang
[42]
2010 Gilles
[43]
2011 Geng
[44]
2011 Prescott
[45]

Segmentation task

Manual interaction Method description

Segmentation of the
muscle tissue and bones
Segmentation of 7 muscle
groups in the calf

Control points
landmark
Training set region
labelling

Segmentation of 8 muscle
groups in the calf
Medial Gastrocnemius
muscle segmentation in
the calf
Segmentation of 10
muscle groups in thigh
Segmentation of muscle
groups and bone in leg
Segmentation of 4
muscles in thigh

Training set
contours labelling
Control points
landmark

2014 Ahmad
[46]

distinguish the quadriceps
muscle group from other
muscles in the thigh
Segmentation of 11
2014 Jolivet
[47]
muscle groups in thigh
2015 Chambers Segmentation of 2 muscle
[16]
groups in calf
2015 Ibarra
[48]

obtaining the muscle
paths in the arm

Training set
contours labelling
Training set
contours labelling
Training set
contours labeling
Training set
contour labelling
Training set
contours labelling
Control points
landmark
Training set seed
points labelling

1D cubic Hermite
interpolation and fitting
Hierarchical shape
model based on diffusion
wavelets
Shape matching using
generic anatomical model
Model-based
segmentation using
Markov Random Field
Shape matching using
non-rigid deformation
Scene-based
segmentation
Model-based
segmentation using active
contour
Atlas-based method
Deformation based
matching from training set
Live-wire with exponential
cost function and
advanced edge detector
Shortest path search

Other literature method was proposed using 3pt Dixon sequence and automatic
seed points placing [36]. In [37, 38] was shown that it is possible to perform 3D
DTI acquisition and fiber tracking in skeletal muscle. Authors have shown that
with this method the overall muscle structure, fiber length and pennation angle
can be determined.
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3. CONCLUSION
The overview the image techniques that are widely used in many medical
applications for limb analysis was presented. This overview gives understanding
about tendencies in the intensity-inhomogeneity correction and segmentation
proposed for limb T1-weighted MRI images. Based on this review, we make the
following observations:
●	
Computer-based assessment of volumetric medical images is highly desirable
for clinical applications. Owing to the advancement in high performance
computing such as GPU, the real-time response becomes feasible.
●	
Automatic and semi-automatic segmentation takes advantage of manual
segmentation and minimises the user interaction that is very important for fast
and reliable medical image segmentation.
●	
User interaction is still required for more complicate anatomy segmentation
such as muscle components.
●	
While methods required for muscle segmentation are mainly semi-automatic,
segmentation methods for the adipose tissue delineation are mainly fully
automatic and based on the fuzzy c-mean clustering.
●	
A significant amount of literature works are based on segmentation of the T1weighted MRI images.
●	
Segmentation accuracy and efficiency may vary on acquisition parameters
and parameter initialization.
●	
The desired muscle components boundary might be unclear or even missing
in many medical images. Thus, it is important to impose training set of outlines.
Newly invented imaging methods can now reflect internal anatomy of the
human limbs enabling more advanced clinical diagnosis. Future development
in this direction requires more close cooperation between physicists (e.g.
data acquisition) mathematicians (e.g., artificial intelligence) and biomedical
engineers.
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An overview of the medical image processing tools for
the muscle tissue diagnosis assessment in MRI images
Prof. Jurij F. Tasic
Dr. Olga Chambers

Belgrade, 2015

Computer-Based Assessment
 Enable invisible data analysis
 Enable early stage diagnosis
 Enable simulation of real data
- propagate changes
- explain the influence on disease progression

2
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Computer-Based Assessment
limb segmentation

retinal vessel segmentation

prostate central gland segmentation
breast-tumor segmentation

left ventricle cardiac segmentation

3

Computer-Based Assessment for limb MRI images
FacioScapuloHumeral muscular Dystrophy
anterior
compartment

gastrocnemius
(medial head)

4
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Computer-Based Assessment for limb MRI images
 Quantification process is based on the FCM-clustering approach

5

Computer vision
T1-weighted MRI

Histogram representation
Background
Cortical bone
Muscle tissue

Bone marrow
Adipose tissue
Adipose tissue

T1 T2

T3 T4 T5

T6 T76
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Oedema-like quantification

7

Computer-Based Assessment for MRI limb images
 Pre-processing: intensity-inhomogeneity correction
 Processing: object-border recognition in FSHD MRI images
- subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT)
- muscle groups segmentation

Real-time
processing

 Post-processing: fat/oedema quantification

8
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Pre-processing
INTENSITY-INHOMOGENEITY CORRECTION

9

Why do we need intensity-inhomogeneity correction?
INTENSITY-INHOMOGENEITY CORRECTION
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INTENSITY-INHOMOGENEITY CORRECTION

The observed MRI artefacts
Similar terminology:
- Bias field
- Non-uniformity field
- Inhomogeneity field

Examples of corrupted images
Partial volume effect

Shading

Basic model of the corrupted image
Corrupted image

Clean image

Bias field

11

INTENSITY-INHOMOGENEITY CORRECTION

Literature methods comparison
T1-weighted: segmentation results vs. medical
annotations

Uncorrected
N3

T2-weighted: segmentation results vs. medical
annotations

Homomorphic
BCFCM

Average executional time

Li et al.
BCG
GA
12
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Adipose tissue segmentation

Processing
Segmentation

Muscle groups segmentation

13

Literature works for SAT segmentation

SEGMENTATION

Year

First author

Method description

2007

Wang

Parametric deformable model

2009

Positano

Fuzzy c-mean clustering with active contour

2010

Peijie

Active contour method

2011
2012

Tang
Makrogiannis

Fuzzy c-mean clustering with morphological operations
Parametric deformable method

2012
2013
2013

Wald
Valentinitsch
Chambers

Fuzzy c-mean clustering with morphological operations
K-mean clustering (k=3) with morphological operations
Shortest path search
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Literature works for muscle segmentation in T1-weighted MRI images
Year
2008

First author
Segmentation task
Manual interaction
Lavrijsen
Segmentation of the muscle tissue Control points landmark
and bones
Essafi
Segmentation of 7 muscle groups in Training set region labeling
the calf

Method description
1D cubic Hermite interpolation
and fitting
Hierarchical
shape
model
based on diffusion wavelets

2009

Schmid

2010

Wang

Segmentation of 8 muscle groups in Training set contours labeling
the calf
Medial Gastrocnemius muscle Control points landmark
segmentation in the calf

Shape matching using generic
anatomical model
Model-based
segmentation
using Markov Random Field

2010

Gilles

2011

Geng

Shape matching using non-rigid
deformation
Scene-based segmentation

2011

Prescott

Segmentation of 10 muscle groups Training set contours labeling
in thigh
Segmentation of muscle groups and Training set contours labeling
bone in leg
Segmentation of 4 muscles in thigh Training set contours labeling

2014

Ahmad

Atlas-based method

2014

Jolivet

2015

Chambers

distinguish the quadriceps muscle Training set contour labeling
group from other muscles in the
thigh
Segmentation of 11 muscle groups Training set contours labeling
in thigh
Segmentation of 2 muscle groups in Control points landmark
calf

2015

Ibarra

SEGMENTATION

2009

Model-based
segmentation
using active contour

Deformation based matching
from training set
Live-wire with exponential cost
function and advanced edge
detector
obtaining the muscle paths in the Training set seed points labeling Shortest path search
15
arm

Literature works for muscle segmentation
Template matching (Gilles)

Template matching (Baudin)

SEGMENTATION

Template matching (Prescott)

16
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SEGMENTATION

Shortest-path based methods

Live-wire technique
 seed points placing manually (control points)
 shortest path search (i.e. Dijkstra algorithm)
- cost function definition
- paths costs calculation
- path with lowest cost identification

17

Our shortest-path based method
SAT

Edge map
calculation

Irrelevant edges
removal

Seed points
placing

Shortest-path
search

Edge map
calculation

Seed points
placing

Shortest-path
search

pre-processed
image

SEGMENTATION
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muscle

Histogram
equalisation

Live-wire technique
 seed points placing manually
 shortest path search (i.e. Dijkstra algorithm)
- cost function definition
- paths costs calculation
- path with lowest cost identification

Automatic seed points placing
Novel exponential cost function

18
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SEGMENTATION

FacioScapuloHumeral muscular Dystrophy

SEGMENTATION

FacioScapuloHumeral muscular Dystrophy
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Multi-slice segmentation

SEGMENTATION
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Conclusion
Image processing can be fast and suitable for real-time medical diagnosis
 Oedema is poorly studied in literature and additional research is required
There is still potential for designing more advanced methods that can
improve possibilities of modern medicine
Limb methods can be also applied for a broad range of the related problems
(i.e. heart image segmentation, prostate image segmentation, etc.)
Methods can be performed semi-automatically as well as fully automatically
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Questions, please
Questions, please
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POMPE DISEASE:
DIAGNOSIS AND ENZYME REPLACEMENT THERAPY
Summary
Pompe disease (Glycogen storage disease typ II) is an autosomal recesive
metabolic disorder of glycogen metabolism caused by an absense or deficiency
of lisosomal enzyme acid alpha-glucosidase (GAA) Acid alpha-glucosidase
deficiency leads to progresiv accumulation of glycogen in various body tissues,
particulary in the skeletal muscles cells and heart. It is cause by mutation in
gene acid alpha-glucosidase on long arm of chromosome 17 at 17q25.2-q25,3.
Curently is known more the 300 mutations.
Epidemyology: Precis number on the of Pompe disease are not avaiable.
Prevalency estimates vary from 1/40 000 freguency to 1/300 000. The frequency
of disorder varies also between diffrent etnycal population.
Clinical findings: The clinical spectrum of Pompe disease varies by age of
onset, organ involment, deegre of myopathy, and rate of progresion, commonly
classified into infantil or late onset form. The classical infantil form is rapidly
progresive and manifests as syndrom „floppy baby“ with hyperthrophic myopathy
by the firs few months of life and has fatal outcome within the first year of life if
left untreated. Infantile patiens have less than 1% GAA activity, and late-onset
patients have 2%-40% of normal GAA activiti.
Late onset Pompe disease is variable in age presentation and extent of organ
involvement and includes a juvenil form with onset after infancy through early
childhood, and adult onset form with onset in the second to sixth decade of life.
The late onset form presents as slowly progresive myopathy (limb–girdle
type) with respiratory problems cause by involment of diaphragm and auxiliary
respiratory muscles. The paraspinal muscules insufficiency are also affected
in most patients. Cardiac involment may occure but is milder then in infantile
form. One- third of PD patients needs respiratory support. Acute respiratory may
be the first sign of adult PD, and one-third of PD patients has only respiratory
symptoms.
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Diagnosis:
Clinical chemistry: When Pompe disease is suspected repeted evaluation of
creatine kinase (CK) and ALT, AST and LDH is necessary. Elevation of these
enzymes is very sensitive, but not specific parameter.
Electromyographic examination (EMG) will shown myoptatic change in
almost all patiens with PD, although some late onset patients may present with
normal patterns in EMG examinations. Neurography usually do not shown any
pathological changes. In general EMG findings are not specific.
Imaginig procedures: Chest x-ray of infants presents massive cardiomegaly.
Magnetic resonace imaginig: MRI investigation of skeletal muscules adult
Pompe patients showed selective changes in the thigh muscules and trunk
muscules especially in those of the back.
Measurment of enzyme activity: The gold standard for diagnostic testing
in Pompe disease is indentification of reduce or absent GAA enzym activity.
Abnormalities in enzyme activity have been measured in skin fibroblasts and
muscle, and more recenty in blood. Blood samples in which GAA enzyme
activity can be accurantely measured are dried blood spot (DBS) and purified
lymphocytes. When spotted properly on filter paper, the DBS assay is highly
reliable and sensitive enzyme assay for detecting Pompe disease in late onset
patients.
Muscular biopsy: The lysosomal glycogen accumulation in clinically affected
musules will result in histopatological picture of vacuolar myopathy. The
dimension of vacuoles generally correlates with severity of clinical symptoms.
DNA analysis: Pompe disease is finally diagnosed by verification of the
respective mutation in gene for acid alfa –glucosidase. Since cloninig of GGAgene, more than one hundred different mutations have been described. Most
oft he patients presented with compound heterozygosity showing different
mutationes on both chromosome. The prevalence of respective mutations
differs according to ethnic origin which is important for diagnostic sequencing.
Inspite all the fact is that one-third of PD patients is in wheelchair without diagnosis.
Therapy: Long-term experience in the management of Pompe patiens have
shown that patients improved physical fitness and subjective well-being after
combined physio, ergo and physical therapy. Another beneficial effect might be
achieved by high-protein and low-carbohydrate nutrition and exercise therapy.
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Enzyme replecemnt therapy (ERT) for Pompe disease was approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration and European Medicines Agency in 2006 as safe
and effective for long-term treatment in patient with a confirmed diagnosis of PD.
According to the studies that have analyzed the clinical data of 368 patients at
least two-third patients were stabilized or had improved muscular and respiratory
function following that treatmen with a enzyme replecemnt therapy (ERT).
Conclusion: Pompe disease is now treatable congenital muscle disease and
early recognition of the disease and early treatment my prevent or delay muscle
damage and weakness in most patients.
References:
1.	Baethmann M, Straub V, Reuser A): PompeDisease. 1st edition-Bremen:UNI-Med
(2008)
2.	American Association of neuromuscular and electrodiagnostic medicine (Diagnostic
criteria for late –onset (childhood and adult) Pompe disease. Muscle Nerve
2009;40/1:149-160.
3.	
Hobson-Webb LD, Deamey S,Kishani PS: The clinical and electrodiagnostic
charecteristic of Pompe disease with post-emzyme replacement therapy findings
Clin Neurtophysiol 2011; 122:2312-2317.
4.	Goldstein J,Young S, GhagelaM, Dickersin G. Zhang H, Dai J, PetersonD, MillingtonD,
Kishnani p, Bali D: Screening for Pompe disease using a rapid dried blood spot
method: Experiencs of a clinical diagnostic laboratory Muscle Nerve 2009;40:32-36.
5.	Toscano A, Schoser B: Enzyme replesement therrapy in late onset Pompe disease:
a sistematic literature reiew.J Neurol DOI10.1007/s00415-012-6636-x Publish on
line 28 August 2012.
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Pompe disease: Diagnosis and enzyme
replacement therapy

Prim Mr sc Davorka Vranješ, MD
Prof Ervina Bilić, MD PhD

Clinical Hospital Centre Zagreb Croatia
Medical School University of Zagreb Croatia

Pompe disease
Glycogen storage disease typ II
is autosomal recesive metabolic
disorder caused by an
accumulation of glycogen in
the lysosomes of the various body
tissues, particulary in the in the
skeletal muscles cells and heart
due to deficiency of lisosomal
Acid alpha-glucosidase enzyme.
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Glycogen accumulation
• The acid alpha glucosidase
enzyme which decomposes
glycogen to glucosa
Deficiency of this enzyme leads
to glycogen accumulation in
various tissues particulary in
the in the skeletal muscles cells
• The heart affection: only in
patients with early severe
PD

Pompe disease: first cases and the
definition of the disease
1932.

1952.

• Dutch pathologist, Dr J.C.
Pompe, described
glycogen vacuolar
inclusions in the tissue
samples of a girl died in
the age of 7 months.

• The glycogen metabolism
was described
• The lysosomes were
descovered (Cori&Cori)
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Epidemiology
• Prevalency 1/40 000
to 1/300 000
• Rare but
underdiagnosed
disease
• The number of adult,
late onset, patients is
underestimated

GENETICS
• It is cause by mutation in gene acid alphaglucosidase on long arm of chromosome 17
at 17q25.2-q25,3. (curently is known more
the 300 mutations).
• 25% of normal AAG activity is sufficient
for normal lysosomal functioning
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Pompe disease -infantil form

• Infantil onset form (4-8 month ) –floppy baby
with hepatomegalya, macroglosia,
cardiomegalia- cardyorespiratory failure.

Pompe disease -Late onset form
• Childhood, juvenil, adulte age
• Clinical findings: slowly progresive
myopathy (limb –girdle type) with
respiratory problems cause by involment of
diaphragm and auxiliary respiratory muscles.
• Cardiac involment may occure but is milder
then in infantile form.
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Late onset, adult PD
• 1/3 of PD patients needs respiratory support.
Acute respiratory insufficiency may be the first
sign of adult PD
• 1/3 of PD patients has only respiratory
symptoms
• 1/3 of PD patients is in wheelchair without
diagnose
• Who are other undiagnosed adult PD
patients?
• Patients with elevated liver enzymes of
unknown cause, over diagnosed statine
myopathies...

Diagnosis of PD
Classic PD (typical)
• Elevated CK, AST,ALT, LD
• Floppy infant sy
• Chest X ray
• Heart ultrasound
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Diagnosis Adult late form of PD
• Elevation CK , AST or
ALT but may be
normal
• EMG myopathic pattern
but may be normal
• Heart: normal
• ECG: arrythmia, WPW
• Examination of
pulmonary function

Diagnosis Adult late form of PD
• Measuring AAG activity is seen a “gold
standard” investigation for diagnosis of PD
• relatively inexpensive blood test can screen
patients for Pompe disease by exactly
quantifying AAG enzyme activity
• Activity AAG in fibroblast (skin byopsy),
limphocytes
• Dried blood spot testing
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Dried blood spot testing Applying a few drops of blood from finger

Diagnosis -Adult late form of PD
Confirmation of a diagnosis :
• Muscle biopsy -hystopatologycal picture of
vacuolar myopathy with vacuolar glicogen
storages
• DNA -mutation analysis - more than 300
different mutation
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Dietary measurements, exercise
Combined psycho, ergo, and physical
therapy improved physical fitnes and
subjective well-being.
• The exercise regimen: 20-40 sec of
exercise followed by rest
• Low carbohydrate and high proteine intake
• Energy from proteins!

Today we have effective PD
treatment with enzyme substitution
therapy
• The first investigations: 19741980, the enzyme was
administred intrathecally and
intravenous
• In the begening the source of
AAG was human placenta
• Only the AAG gene cloning
made possible wide
administration of effective
doses of human AAG
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Enzyme Replecement therapy
• 2006. in USA and Europe regulary autorities
(EMEA and FDA) approved the apllication of AAG
• Myozyme (Genzyme)
• Safe and effective for long-terme treatment in
patient with a confirmed dg. of PD.
• It is important to start early treatment
• Good results even in adult form of PD

Instead of the conclusion
• Q: Why is it important to think on Pompe
disease?
• A: Because it is treatable congenital muscle
disease and early recognition of the disease
and early treatment my prevent or delay
muscle damage and weakness
Thank you for your attention

Ksenija Gorni
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NEMO - NEuroMuscular Omnicentre
High Specialty Center for Diagnosis and Follow up of Neuromuscular Diseases
Ospedale Niguarda - P.zza Ospedale Maggiore, 3 – 20162 Milano

WHY?

The idea of this project comes from the concerns raised within the Italian muscular
dystrophy association (UILDM) on the difficulties families with a child affected by
NMD’s encounter in their daily relation with public and private healthcare providers






Need for the implementation of best practices
Increasing demand for integrated services of diagnosis, care, therapy, rehabilitation
Dedicated centers have been established in our country, however none of these is able to provide
comprehensive multidisciplinary services, even though targeted at providing a high standard of care
Patients and their families currently migrate looking for a wider range of services where disease management,
psychological support, counselling, properly designed hotel facilities can be accessed in one place

WHAT OMNI-SERVICE MEANS ?




every single piece of patient experience, no matter how limited in time/severity, can be a target of care
every single operator who cooperates in the healthcare delivery process is responsible for the overall result.
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CLINICAL CENTER NEMO
experimental project
will of patients for patients
risult of fusion between public and private

CLINICAL CENTAR NEMO-2CLINICAL ACTIVITY

16 rooms (20 beds). Adults are separated from
children and teenagers. Children’s rooms
(approximately 40%) are equipped with specific
furniture and a parental be
3 rooms / 4-bed day hospital for specialty
clinics
Dedicated outpatient clinic
2 medical gym available for inpatient and day
hospital rehabilitation
multi-professional team to provide inpatient
services, outpatient clinics and homecare
services

RESEARCH ACTIVITY

Represent a specialized center of
excellence to adopt and/or develop the
most innovative therapies/treatments in
the international arena;
Create a patient-centered synergy of
national research
Set high-quality standards and become
competitive in raising grants from public
and private funding bodies for clinical
research in the international arena;

EDUCATION

Provide comprehensive training and
educational activities.
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DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY(DMD)
SPINAL MUSCULAR ATRPHY (SMA)

Although specific treatments for DMD have not
yet reached the clinic, the natural history of
the disease can be changed by the targeting of
interventions to known manifestations and
complications
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DMD

CLINICAL CENTER NEMO



Multidisciplinary team specifically trained to evaluate and
follow patients affected by Neuromuscular Disorders IN HOUSE SERVICE

1 Child Neurologist
2 Adult Neurologists
1 Physiatrist
2 Pulmonologists

3 Psychologist
1 Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist
1 Nutritionist
1 Head Nurse
1 Head of outpatient Service

2 Child physical therapists
3 Physical therapist
3 Respiratory Therapists
2 Occupational Therapists
15 Nurses

 This team interacts with all specialist necessary for a complete and

correct care of NMD patient’s

OUTSORCED SERVICE

i.e Cardiologist, Gastroenterologist, Orthopedist, Genetist, Radiologist and Neuroradiologist Pediatric surgeon,
Maxillo facial surgeon, Anaesthesia and Reanimation etc etc

Ksenija Gorni

PATIENT IN THE CENTER OF CARE

Cardiologists
Orthopedics

Nurses

Nutritionist
Adult and Child Neurologists
Psychologists

Nutritrionist

Clinical
director

Nurses
Child and Adult
Neurologists

Pulmonologist and
respiratory therapists

Ear throat
MD
Psychologists

Orthopedics

Pneumologists Respiratory
ORL Physiotherapists
Clinical Director Physical and Rehabilitation Specialists and Motor and

Rehab MD motor
and occupational
therapists

DIAGNOSIS

Muscle Biopsy - procedure in house
- analysis in pre-defined center
EMG- in house

Genetic analisys- outsorced
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FOLLOW UP

TIMING is defined accordingly to clinical and functional stage of children



Every 3 -6 months non sitters/sitters
Every 6 -12 months ambulant kids

Neurological
evaluation

Nurses

Psychologists
Physical and
occupational
therapists

Respiratory
therapists

Respiratory evaluation
Cardiological evaluation

Rehabilitation and
orthopedic evaluation

NEUROLOGICAL FOLLOW UP
Child neurologist and child physical therapists

DISPENSATION AND SIDE EFFECT
CONTROL OF SPECIFIC THERAPIES
i.e. steroids for DMD

Search for side effects - biochemical assessment
- measurement of height, weight,
- blood pressure
- eye exmination
- MOC (children > 7yr)

i.e. salbutamol for SMA

- Holter EKG

EVALUATION SCALES

 Hammersmith
Timed Functional Performances
 North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA)
 Muscle test(MRC)
 6 Minute Walk Test
 EGEN Klassification scale
 Everuday activity evaluation
 Quality of life evaluation


Rise from a chair

Rise from the floor

Climb 4 steps

Gait (walk for 10 m)
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REHABILITATION

Physiatrist/Child Neurologist - Child physiotherapist
STRETCHING and
EXERCISE

In patient or out-patient treatment

THERAPY in WATER

Treatments available on Monday
and Wednesday afternoons and
on Friday mornings

HORSE THERAPHY

Treatments available on
Thursday mornings

Adequate spaces
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REHABILITATION 2

Physiatrist/Child Neurologist - Occupational therapist

1. Orthesis use
2. Wheelchair functioning
3. Ergonomics
4. Dealing with architectural barriers indoor and outdoor
5. Technology devices

Wheelchair prescription and adjustment
(covered by sanitary system)
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ELIMINATION OF
ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS

TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVICES

ORTHOPEDICS
Child Neurologist
Orthopedic surgeon
Physiatrist
Child physiotherapist
Occupational Therapist
Surgery can be performed in any
available center and we admit next day
for 2-3 weeks intensive rehabilitation
period, afterwards we create a network
with territorial services
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RESPIRATORY EVALUATION
Pulmonologists, respiratory therapist

Functional evaluation necessary for diagnosis , treatment and efficacy
Regular controls that include:
 Spirometry with MIP and MEP,
 Peak flow evaluation
 Blood gas evaluation or transcutaneous CO2
 Night oxymetry and/or capnometry
 Night poligraphy examination.

INTERVENTION

WHAT WE DO

(covered by sanitary system)
Prevention and identification
of symptoms

Early and late treatments
air stacking

clearance methods

Non invasive or
invasive ventilation

Ksenija Gorni

Multidisciplinary and experienced team supporting practical,
educational and long term work
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SUPPORT & QOL

Psychologist and child neuropsychiatrist
EMOTIONAL SUPPORT
CONTRAST OF LONELINESS AND ISOLATION FEELING
QUALITY OF LIFE AND WELL BEING
EMPOWERMENT OF FAMILY RESOURCES
MEDIATION BETWEEN HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
MEDIATION BETWEEN HOSPITAL AND SCHOOL

Ksenija Gorni

At school with NEMO

 Educational experimental project
 Started in 2009
 Took care of almost 200 kids and

their families

HEART INVOLVEMENT

Cardiology/transplant service Niguarda Hospital
EKG

MONITORING
TREATMENT
PROPHYLAXIS

Pharmacological therapy
•ACE inhibitors
•β bloccanti
•Diuretics

Doppler
echocardiography

OUT SORCED within our
public hospital
Cardiac MRI

24 hrs Holter
EKG
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NUTRITION, SWALLOWING AND WEIGHT PROBLEMS
Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist , Nutritionist

IN HOUSE SERVICE

If needed - PEG
- RIG

OUT SORCED within our
public hospital

How far can we go with
«MULTIDISCIPLINARITY»?
MULTISPECIALTY
TEAM NEMO
CHILD NEUROLOGIST
PULMONOLOGIST
 RESPIRATORY
THERAPIST
 PSYCHOLOGIST



ANESTHESIA RISK
Multidisciplinary evaluation

GENERAL CLINICAL
PICTURE

SPECIALIST TEAM
NIGUARDA HOSPITAL
ANESTHESIOLOGIST
SURGEON
 RADIOLOGIST
 NEONATOLOGIST
 GYNECOLOGIST



Ksenija Gorni

Ragazza
di 29 anni
affettaandare
da SMA con la
Quanto
lontano
si può
II, in carrozzina, in NIV
«MULTIDISCIPLINARIETA’»?
PRIMA GRAVIDANZA, PARTO
TEAM
MULTIDISCIPLINARE
NEMO


NEUROPSICHIATRA
INFANTILE
 PNEUMOLOGO
 TERAPISTA
RESPIRATORIO
 PSICOLOGO

CESAREO CON EPIDURALE E
VENTILAZIONE NON INVASIVA

TEAM SPECIALISTI
NIGUARDA
ANESTESISTA
CHIRURGO
ENDOSCOPISTA
RADIOLOGO
NEONATOLOGO
GINECOLOGO
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RESEARCH !!!

1
2

Piridoxyn
Nicotinic acid

3
4

CoQ10
Creatine

5
6

Glutamine
Oxatomide

7
8

IL-1 RA
EDTA

ISIS-SMNRX: mechanism of action (2)

9
10

Taurine
Pentoxyfillin

Binding of ISIS-SMNRx to ISS-N1 facilitates splicing of SMN2 pre-mRNA at ISS-N1, which
 increases the likelihood of inclusion of exon 7 in SMN2 mRNA
 increases the amount of full-length, functional SMN protein that is produced

Ksenija Gorni

NURTURE STUDY
 Phase 2, open-label study

 Up to 25 genetically diagnosed presymptomatic infants with SMA (2 or 3 copies of SMN2)
 First site initiated in March 2015, First patient dosed in May 2015

 Led by Biogen Idec in collaboration with our CRO partner, Quintiles
Trattmento Open-label
ISIS-SMNRX
Studio
completato

≤21 giorni
Screening

Dose di
induzione

Dose di mantenimento
ogni 4 mesi

M28
ultima visita
Follow Up

Trattamento

ANTISENSE DRUGS:
DELIVERED TO THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Intrathecal injections (IT):



Same method as used for some pain, anesthetic, and
cancer medications



Small needle is placed through lower back into the
fluid in the spinal canal – below the spinal cord



The end of the needle outside the body is attached to
a syringe and the drug is injected over 1-3 minutes



The needle or catheter are removed



The drug travels in the fluid throughout the nervous
system, goes into the spinal cord and into cells
(motor neurons)
34
Image adapted from www.cancer.gov
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NURTURE: inclusion criteria









Age ≤ 6 weeks at first dose
Genetic documentation of 5q SMA homozygous gene deletion or mutation or
compound heterozygous mutation.
Genetic documentation of 2 or 3 copies of survival motor neuron 2 (SMN2).
Compound muscle action potential (CMAP) ≥ 1 mV at Baseline.
Gestational age of 37 to 42 weeks for singleton births; gestational age of 34 to
42 weeks for twins.
Meet additional study related criteria as determined by the local investigator
(nutritional state; poor compliance)

NURTURE in progress………..


First site initiated in March 2015, First patient
dosed in May 2015



2 patients recently included in Italy



Site: www.ClinicalTrial.gov



Site for families: https//newbornsmastudy

Ksenija Gorni

THANK YOU FOR THE
ATTENTION!!
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HAEMATOPOIETIC STEM
CELL THERAPY –
POSSIBILITY AND
ILLUSION
Prof. Dr. Dragana Vujić
School of Medicine, Belgrade University
Institute of Mother and Child Health Care of Serbia “Dr
Vukan Čupić”, Department of Bone Marrow
Transplantation with Laboratory for Cryobiology

Why this topic?

Dragana Vujic

google: haematopoietic
stem cells therapy:
6.810.000/0,27 sec

What are the possibilities of this
kind of treatment?
What is real, what is the vision?
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HSC:
1. adult SC (BM, PB) or perinatal SC
(CB)
2. great potential (regenerative potential,
ability to differentiate)
3. HSCT = standard therapy
(different diseases of haematopoietic and
immune system and some kinds of
tumors)

- the first HSCTs in early 1960s
- the incident in Vinča (1958)
- the first autologous HSCTs in
1970s (KS, PBSC in 1990s)
- the first CBT (FA) in 1988

Dragana Vujic

HSCT is the important form of
therapy of numerous congenital
and acquired diseases, for some
of them the only one

HSCT, any procedure when HSCs are
given to the recipient regardless the
donor type and source, with the aim of
complete or partial haematopoietic
system regeneration
or
transfusion of HSCs from one person to
another (allogenous HSCT) or
recurrence of previously collected cells to
the same person (autologous HSCT)
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INDICATIONS FOR HSCT
malignant diseases of
haematopoietic system
non-malignant diseases of
lymphohaematopoietic system
solid tumors
autoimmune diseases
non-haematopoietic indications

malignant diseases of haematopoietic
system
1. LLA – HR, rec
2. AML - HR, rec
3. CML resistant to ITK
4. JCML
5. lymphoma - HR, rec
6. MDS
type of HSCT depends on diagnosis

Dragana Vujic

non-malignant diseases

1. hemoglobinopathies and SCD
2. congenital bone marrow failure (FA, BD sy,
Kostman sy, Dyskeratosis congenita,
Shwachman-Diamond sy,
congenital amegakaryocytic
thrombocytopenia)
3. severe acquired aplastic anemia
4. primary immunodeficiencies
5. osteopetrosis
6. storage diseases (MPS type I i VI)??

allogenous HSCT

MPS VI:
HSCT or enzyme therapy?
- HSCT was infrequently applied in the past 24
years
- enzyme level in leukocytes increased, but
stabilization or correction of skeletal changes
was unsatisfied
- mortality due to HSCT complications
- one-year survival is 67%
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autologous HSCT and gene
therapy MPS-VI (retrovirus as
vector) ????
autologous HSCT and gene
therapy immunodeficiency (ADA
deficiency)????

solid tumors
- neuroblastoma
- Sa Ewing/PNET
- Tu Wilms
- CNS tumors
- germ cell tumors
AUTOLOGOUS HSCT
allogenous HSCT studies

Dragana Vujic

autoimmune diseases
juvenile idiopathic arthritis, a group with the
poor prognosis
* autologous HSCT as a clinical option
** long-term remission not dependent on
drugs
risk: secondary autoimmune disease!!!

non-haematopoietic
indications ????
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nonstandard therapy

patients are often confused
with the offered therapeutic
possibilities: stem cell
therapy, regenerative
medicine

Dragana Vujic

- the lack of legislation in some
countries
- only some diseases are curable
- making false promises
new sector of industry: medical
tourism

wishing to be cured at any cost,
they undergo a treatment in the
countries in which this field is not
legally regulated
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- private clinics and companies
which promise miraculous healing
using stem cell therapy, “springing
up” all over the world, primarily in
underdeveloped countries which do
not have legal regulations in this
field of medicine

- they offer a possibility of cure even
80 various diseases
- painless therapy lasting for 1 hour
- price: 20.000 – 25.000 $,
- the next therapy is cheaper
- internet

Dragana Vujic

„A partial list of diseases that can be treated
includes: Alzheimer’s, anemia, autism, brain
damage, cancer, cerebral palsy, chronic
fatigue syndrome, depression, diabetes,
diverticulitis, epilepsy, impotence, immune
suppression, leukemia, multiple sclerosis,
Parkinson’s, rheumatoid arthritis, sickle cell
anemia, spinal cord injury, stroke, systemic
lupus erythematosus, ulcerative colitis,
depression”

- they state that they act in
accordance with the
recommendations of, for instance,
American Association of Blood
Bank, number of patients in which
the therapy was applied, as well as
the fact that there were no side
effects of the applied therapy
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application of stem
cells is not a harmless
therapy

A RISK OF:
- positioning such cells on the improper
spots of a human body
- occurrence of malignant diseases
- development of such cells into
”undesirable cells”

Dragana Vujic

- if they were multiplied in the laboratory the
risk is a loss of a cell division ability after
administered to a patient
- occurrence of errors on chromosomes in the
multiplied cells
- contamination during cell culturing and
laboratory processing (e.g. viruses, bacteria,
fungi, other undesirable cells including
malignant cells)

- inadequate transportation, processing
and storage of collected cells
- damage of the cells and tissue of the
recipient stem cells after such cells
activate the immunological mechanisms
- rejection of such cells, etc.
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Russia
France
cerebral palsy
use of HSC in rejuvenation
pts. AT, multiplied tumors of CNS

CB

- cord blood is important and attractive
source of both haematopoietic and nonhaematopoietic stem cells
- it contains nondifferented somatic
stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells and
cells that form endothelial colonies
- the procedure is simply and risk-free

Dragana Vujic

- in vitro: CB stem cells could be
differentiated not only to
haematopoietic cells, but to
hepatocytes, neurons (functional)
endothelial cells

From 2004 cord blood was applied in
experimental tests, in vitro
differentiation and pre-clinic models
(experimental animals), for regeneration
of bones and muscles, treatment of
cardiovascular diseases including
myocardial infarct and peripheral artery
disease, stroke and Parkinson disease –
promising results
clinical studies are in early phase
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fresh CB – promising source of
non-HSCs, but the number is
small
non-HSCs could not be practically
found in a frozen sample!!!!

- following the Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP), USSC could be multiplied several-fold
easily from the fresh CB sample
- they could multiply theoretically up to the
number of 10-15 and differentiate into
various tissues (osteoblasts, cartilage,
endodermal and nervous cells)
- those cells are the real perspective in
regenerative medicine
BUT

Dragana Vujic

autologous use of CB as a
standard therapy is a distant
future

MJ Haller et al:Autologous umbilical
cord blood transfusion in very young
children with type 1 diabetes. Diabetes
Care 2009: 32:2041–6
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24-8.2005 - 21.11.2008: 23 children (10 m, 13
f), age: 3.1-7.3 yrs; time from dg to autologous
KP 10.9-26.5 wks; University
of Florida

- I clinical study on application of cell therapy
in treatment of DM1 in children
- I phase of the clinical study
- FDA and a local ethic committee DID NOT
approve this study to be randomized or blind
(there is not the agreement for control group
to be consisted of children of the same age,
without DM, who would get CB as the control
group of children with DM1 who did not get
CB!)

Dragana Vujic

- conclusions of the study:
1. autologous CB infusion is possible and safe
(DMSO:
nausea and vomitus – 2.2%
cardiovascular problems - 27%
respiratory problems - 17%
toxic effects on CNS, including convulsions 5%
nefrotoxicity - 5%)
2. effect of autologous CB is unclear

Commentary D. Bleich, Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes,
and Metabolism, University of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey, New Jersey Medical School, Newark, New Jersey

study results are generaly negative

why?
- is the cell dose suboptimal
- product quality preserved in the private bank

conclusion: we are far away from the fact that cell
therapy is efficient for DM1
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there is no study on use of RIC + autoSC
(BM)
does the use of alloSC give better results?
the use of allo SC requires preparation before
giving SCs, and immunosuppressive therapy
which is not medically justified because of
side effects

PB Kang: Inefficient dystrophin expression after cord blood
transplantation in DMD. Muscle Nerve 2010; 41: 746–50.
Children’s Hospital Boston and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY
Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC

- m, CGD, 2 alloCBT, a year after HSCT muscle
weakness – late complication of HSCT; 2.5 yrs after
HSCT significant increase of creatinin kinase;
suspect DMD
molecular diagnosis (fibroblasts before and after
HSCT, muscle biopsy, PB)
donor cells from peripheral blood had the normal
dystrophin expression
conclusion: SCT is not the therapy of choice for
DMD

Dragana Vujic

it is applied:
- mesenchymal stem cells in treatment of
cerebral palsy
- autologous cell therapy in treatment of
cerebral palsy due to HIE caused by a cardiac
arrest
- cell therapy in treatment of neonatal HIE
1. experimental therapy
2. studies are not controlled
3. small number of respondents

Umbilical Cord Blood Therapy Potentiated with
Erythropoietin for Children with Cerebral Palsy: A
Double-blind, Randomized, Placebo-Controlled
Trial
KYUNGHOON MIN et al. STEM CELLS
2013;31:581–591 www.StemCells.com
- effect of allogenous CB in children with cerebral
palsy
- the results suggest a potential benefit
- early phase of the clinical study, side effects were
not observed
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protecting patients is the
imperative

legal regulations
prevent the abuse of SCs
use

Dragana Vujic

- for wider application of stem cells
it is necessary to introduce good
production practice and apply
„Clinical Translation of stem cells”
of the International Society for Stem
Cell Research – ISSCR;
http://www.isscr.org
publish a guide for safe and efficient
cell therapy

The law on transplantation of
cells and tissues of the Republic
of Serbia was adopted in
September 2009, and has been
applied from 1 January, 2010
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instead a
conclusion
- harmonization of laws and
regulations with EU regulations
and standards as soon as possible
is one of the preconditions for the
further development of this area

- well-informed (flyers, lectures,
brochures)
- access to information based on
current medical information for
application of stem cells

Osman Sinanovic
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MYASTHENIA GRAVIS: Diagnosis and Therapy

Osman SINANOVIĆ
Department of Neurology, University Clinical
Center Tuzla,
Medical Faculty, University of Tuzla,
75000 Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina

UCC Tuzla/Gradina

Neurology
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Introduction
 Myasthenia gravis (MG) is acquired organospecific

(neuromuscular transmission/NMT) autoimmune disisease.

 In most patients (85%) antibodies are directed against the

nicotine acetylcholine receptors (AchRs) on the
postsynaptic membrane at the neuromuscular junction; in a
few patients antibodies target postsynaptic AchR-associated
proteins such as the muscle-specific tyrosine kinase (MuSK)
and the low-density lipoprotein-related receptor (Lrp4).

 Despite the progress in antibody detection, some patients

still remain antibody negative ("sero-negative" myasthenia).
Skeie et al. 2011; Kerty E et al 2014

Osman Sinanovic

Introduction
 Te antibodies inhibit acetylcholine release and couse NMT

failure and muscle weakness.

 MG is characterized by skeletal muscle weakness, in parts of

or the entire body folowing continuous repetitive motion,
fatigability and fluctuating levels of muscle weakness, as well
as other symptoms, including diplopia, ptosis and difficulties
in mastication and swallowing.

 It was previously demonstrated that genetic factors play an

important role in the patogenesis of MG.

Giraud M et al. 2008; Yang Z-X and Xiong H, 2015
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MG is closely associated wuth thymic patology.
Fifteen per cent of MG patients have a thymoma end often have
antibodies against additional striated muscle antigens such as
titin and ryanodine receptor.
These antibodies are more common in thymoma and severe
MG and are considered as useful markers.
A hypertrophic thymus is found in 60% of MG patients,
typicaly young females, while most patients with debut after
50 years of age, have a normal or atrophic thymus.

Aarli et al. 1990; Mygland et al. 1992

Osman Sinanovic

Classificatin

Age of onset

MG ca be clasiffied according to

Transient neonatal MG
Child
Adult

the age of onset,
presence of anti-AchR antibodies,
severity and
the aetiology of the disease.

Presence or absance of anti-AChR antibodies
Seropositive
Seronegative
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Seropositive MG
The commonest type of acquired autoimmune MG.
Nearly 85% of patients with generalized an
50-60% with ocular MG are test positive for anti-AChR
antibodies

Seronegative
About 10-20% of patients with acquired MG do not have antiAChR antibodies

Osman Sinanovic

Patophysiology classification of MG
SERO-POSITIVE MG
1. IgG1 anti-AChR anibodies (80% patients with generalized MG)
2. IgG4 anti-MuSK antibodies
3. IgG1 low frequency anti-AChR anibodies
4. IgG1 anti-Lrp4/low-density lipoprotein-related receptor (Lrp4).
SERO-NEGATIVE MG

Severity
Ossermans original classification divides adult MG into four
group based on the severity of the disease:
1. Ocular myasthenia, where disease is confined to ocular
muscles.
2. Generalised MG of mild (a) or moderate (b) intensity.
3. Severe generalised.
4. Myasthenia crisis with respiratory failure.
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The Osermans classification has been modified by an ad hoc
commitee of the American MG foundation to standardise it
for research purpose into five types.

Jablecki et al., 2000.

Myasthenia Gravis Foundation of America clinical
classification
Class I
Class II
IIa
IIb
Class III
IIIa
IIIb
Class IV
IVa
IVb
Class V

Ocular
Mild generalized
Predominantly limb/axial muscles
Predominantly oropharingeal/respiratory muscles
Moderate generalized
Predominantly limb/axial muscles
Predominantly oropharingeal/respiratory muscles
Severe genaralized
Predominantly limb/axial muscles
Predominantly oropharingeal/respiratory muscles
Intubation

Osman Sinanovic

Aetiology
1. Acquired autoimmune.
2. Transient neonatal caused by the passive transfer of
maternal anti-AChR antibodies.
3. Drug induced (D-penicillamine, aminoglycosides, quinine,
procainamide, calcium channel blockers).
4. Congenital myasthenic syndromes (AChR deficiency, slow
channel syndrome, fast channel syndrome)

Epidemiology
20-70/100.000 (UK)
20/100.000 (US population)
MG can present at any age, but there is a bimodal peak of
incidence, with the first peak in the third decade
(predominantly affecting women), and second peak in the
sixth and second decades (more affecting man)
F/M: 3/1 (prior to age 40)
Roughly equal after the age of 40
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Sarajevo

Banja Luka

Mostar

Diagnosis
Diagnostic tests

1. Serum anti-acetylcholine receptor (ACh-R) antibody testing: first-line
investigation for non-urgent patients.
2. Thyroid function: for all patients.
3. Serum anti-muscle-specific kinase (MuSK) antibody testing: for all patients
negative for Ach-R antibodies.
4. Edrophonium/Tensilon test.
5. Neurophysiology: Repetitive nerve stimulation is the initial test; if negative,
consider single-fiber electropmyography.
6. MR scan of brain: Patients with negative serology and neurophysiogy, and
symptoms compatible with ocular myasthenia may have structural brain
disease.
7. Thymus scanning: All patients with suspected myasthenia, irrespective of
disturbation (oclar/generalised) or serology (seropositive/negative), shold
undergo thymus imaging. The modality (CT or MRI) should be decided locally.
Susman et al., 2015.

Osman Sinanovic
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Before

TenzilEdrophonium chloride test
onski test

Repetitive nerve
stimulation

After

Osman Sinanovic

Single-fiber electromyography
A pair of action potentials
recorded from a patient with
myasthenia gravis
during voluntary activation of
the muscle.
Ten consecutive discharges are
shown.
The oscilloscope is triggered on
the first potential, and
increased jitter is seen in the
second potential.
In 3 discharges (arrows),
the second potential does not
occur (ie, blocking).
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Erik Stalberg

Jože Trontelj
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Treatment
Symptomatic treatment
Acetylcholine esterase inhibitiors
(pyridostigmine bromide/Mestinon is the most widely used)
inhibit te breakdown of Ach at the neuromusuclar junction.
This increases the availability of Ach to stimulate AChR and
facilitates muscle sctiviation and contraction.
These drugs are most helpful as initial therapy in newly
diagnosed MG patients, and as sole long-term treatment of
milder disease.
These drugs are usually well tolerated at standard doses of up
to 60 mg five tiems per day.

Adverse effects are caused by the increased concentration of
ACh at both nicotinic and muscarinic synapases.
Most common:
-stomach cramps
-diarrhea
-increased sweathing
-excessive respiratory and
-gastrointestinal secretion
-bradicardia
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The optimal dose is determined by the balance between clinical
improvement and adverse effects, and can vary over time
and with concomitant treatment

Immune-directed treatment
The aim od immunotheraphy is to induced and then maintain
remission.
Corticosteoids
Corticosteroids were the first immunosuppresant medication to
be widely used in MG, and remain the most commonly used
immune-directed form therapy today.
Although randomized, controlled studies confirming its efficacy
in MG are lacking, prednison has generally been used as the
first choice for immunosuppressive therapy in MG, and its
use is indicated when generalized or ocular symptoms of
MG are not adequately controlled by cholinesterase
inhibitors alone.

Osman Sinanovic

Prednisone is usually administrated at high doses (0.751.0mg/kg/day) for several months during the initial
tretament of MG, and then it is gradually tapered off or
continued at low doses for many years.
In observational studies, remission or marked imrpovement is
seen in 70-80% of MG patients treated with oral
corticosteroids, usually prednisolone.
Steroids have side effects including weight gain, fluid retention,
hypertension, diabetes,
anxiety/depresion/insomnia/psychosis, glaucoma, catarct,
gastrointenstinal haemorrhage and perforations, myopathy,
increased suscepatibility to infections and avascular joint
necrosis.
The risk of osteoporosis is reduced by giving bisphosphonate,
and antacids may prevent gastroinstestinal complications.

Recomendation:
Starting treatment with a low dose, 10-25 mg on alternate days
increasing the dose gradually (10 mg per dose) to 60-80 mg
on alternae days.
When remission occurs, usually after 4-16 weeks, the dose
shoud be slowly reduced to the minimum effective dose
given on alternate days.
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Azathioprine
Methotrexate
Cyclophosphamide
Ciclosporine
Mycophenolate mofetil
Tacrolimus
Rituximab

Thymectomy
The only absolute indication for thymectomy is the presence of
thymoma.
However, based on the presumed role of the thymus gland in
the pathogenesis of MG, therapeutic removal of the thymus
has been peformed in MG for nearly 70 years.
Despite the current uncertainity regarding the efficacy of
thymectomy in nonthynontous MG, most expert cosider it
as a therapeutic option in anti-AChR-positive, generalized
adult MG patients with disease onset before the age of 50.

Osman Sinanovic
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MYASTHENIA GRAVIS: SOME
CLINICAL DATA OF 58
PATIENTS
Osman SINANOVIĆ
Department of Neurology, University
Clinical Center Tuzla, Medical Faculty
University of Tuzla, 75000 Tuzla, Bosnia
and Herzegovina
8. MSM Congress, Djerba, Tunisia, March 15-18, 2007.

Aim thi study was to evaluate elementary clinical features of
patients with myasthenia gravis (MG) that have been treated at
Division for Neuromuscular Disorders, Department of
Neurology Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
It was analyzed a medical documentation of 58 patients with
myasthenia gravis that has been treated in Tuzla in last ten years.

Osman Sinanovic

Results
Out of 58 analyzed patients 46 (79%) were woman
and 12 (21%) were man.
Average age was 45±14 years, and age of onset
disease was 35±14 years.
Average lasting of disease was 9.7±9 years.
Most of patients were in group younger than 50
years of age (n=48).

In 35 (60%) analyzed patients thymectomy have been done
and only one has patohistological finding of thymoma.
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Thymic atrophy

Thymic hyperplasia with lymphoid follicles

Osman Sinanovic

According to Osserman classification the most frequent type of
disease was IIB (55%) followed by type IIA (36%) and type I
(9%).

The most common signs at the onset of a disease were
muscle weaknesses and fatigue in 34 (60%), ptosis in 18
(31%), diplopia in 4 (7%) and dysphagia in 1 (2%) patients.
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Mild myasthenic crisis was found in 2 patients during years of
following.

Associated autoimmune diseases was found in 12 (20%) of all
analyzed patients, and from these 12 patients, 8 (66,7%) have
hyperthyroidism, 3 (25,0%) polymyositis and 1 (8,3%)
rheumatoid arthritis.

Osman Sinanovic

Conclusion
1. Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disorder caused by
autoantibiodies against the nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor on the postsynaptic membrane at the
neuromuscular junction and characterised by weakness
and fatigability of the voluntary muscles.
2. It has a biomodal peak of icidence with first peak in the
third decade and the second peak in the sixth decade.
3. It is probably underdiagnosed in the very old
population.

4. Understanding of the patogenesis, immunology, and
molecular biology of MG has greatly improved in last
three decades.
5. It is almost always possible to establish the diagnosis of
MG with the current tests.
6. The modern treatment is highly successful and the
mortality of treated MG is pratically zero.
7. However, there are still important gaps in our
knowledge of the origin of MG, the factors that
contribute to chronic disease, and the way to cure the
disease.
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Tuzla

Thank you for your attention!

Anna Kostera-Pruszczyk
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Spinal muscular atrophies: clinical
and genetic heterogeneity
Anna Kostera-Pruszczyk, MD PhD
Medical University of Warsaw
Poland
EAMDA 45th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING Belgrade, 24-27 Sep, 2015

Spinal motoneuron

Motor nerve

Neuromuscular junction

Skeletal muscle
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Spinal motoneuron

Motor nerve

Neuromuscular junction

Skeletal muscle

Motor unit reorganization

CONTROL

REINNERVATION

SMA
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Spinal muscular atrophies
• A group of hereditary diseases
• Primary dysfunction: motoneuron
• Clinically: weakness and atrophy of skeletal
muscles
• Clinical heterogeneity:
– severity of symptoms
– clinical patterns

• Genetic heterogeneity (AR, AD or X-linked)

Spinal muscular atrophy (5q)
• SMA has an estimated incidence of 1 in 6,000 to
1 in 10,000 live births
• Mutation of SMN1 (telomeric) gene transmitted
as autosomal recessive trait

A. Pestronk, Neuromuscular Home Page
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Spinal muscular atrophy (5q)
• Number of SMN2 (centromeric) copies is a main
severity modifier

A. Pestronk, Neuromuscular Home Page

Anna Kostera-Pruszczyk

SMA (5q)
• Proximal muscles weakness as a hallmark of
the disease

D’Amico et al. 2011

Care should be tailored according to the current status of the patient
rather than SMA type

SMA (5q)
• Genetics:
– in over 95% of patients homozygous deletion of
SMN1 detected
– 3-5% are compound heterozygous with point
missense mutations or small deletions in the
SMN1

• Diagnostic algorithm: genetic testing as a first
step in appropriate clinical setting
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• 606 patients diagnosed for SMA with excluded
biallelic loss of the SMN1 gene.
• Point missense mutations or small deletions in
the SMN1 gene were identified in 18 patients: 6
with small deletions, 9 with the most frequent
missense mutation - p.Thr274Ile, three with other
missense mutations
• p.Pro244Leu mutation was identified in a patient
with mild and more distal muscle weakness.
Jędrzejowska et al. Neuromuscular Disorders 2014

Other SMAs

D’Amico et al. 2011
Bulbo-Spinal Muscular Atrophy (Kennedy disease) Xq12 recessive, androgen receptor,
increased number of CAG repeats
Bulbo-Spinal Muscular Atrophy with Gynecomastia (Autosomal Dominant)
Spinal Muscular Atrophy 2, AR not linked to SMN
Distal SMA= distal hereditary motor neuronopathies (HMN)
Early-onset spinal muscular atrophy with contractures (SMALED2), 9q22.31 AD or
sporadic
and many more very rare SMAs some reported in single patients/families
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Clinical aspects
of myotonic
dystrophy
type 2
Rujana Šprljan Alfirev, MD
University Department of Neurology
University Hospital Center Zagreb, Croatia

Myotonic dystrophy (DM)








clinically and
genetically
heterogenous disorder
the most common
adult form of muscular
dystrophy
affects approximately
one in 8000 in the
general population
inherited
neuromuscular
diseases (autosomal
dominant inheritance)
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Prevalence
 the

incidence of DM2 remains unknown
due to the range of clinical severity
 prevalence appears to differ in various
populations (higher prevalence is
observed in Germany, Poland and
Finland)

Rujana Sprljan

Multidisciplinary team
 Neurologist,

physiatrist, occupational and
physical therapist

Myotonic dystrophy type 2
(DM2)








proximal myotonic myopathy (PROMM)
multisystem disorder characterized by muscle
dysfunction and other clinical features
expansion of CCTG repeat in CNBP (ZNF2)
gene
molecular genetic testing
symptomatic therapy and rehabilitation,
surveillance and prevention of secondary
complications
genetic counselling issues
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Clinical presentation
 muscle

dysfunction (weakness, pain, and
stiffness) (82%)
 myotonia (90% of affected individuals)
 cardiac conduction abnormalities
 iridescent posterior subcapsular cataracts
 insulin-insensitive type 2 diabetes mellitus
 testicular failure
 hypogammaglobulinemia

Muscle symptoms
 wide



range of symptom onset

myotonia 13-67 yrs (median 30 yrs)
weakness 18-66 yrs (median 41 yrs)

 grip

myotonia (rarely causes severe
symptoms)

 fluctuating

or episodic muscle pain

Rujana Sprljan

Muscle symptoms (cont.)


weakness: neck
flexors, finger flexors,
elbow extensor





weakness: limb girdle
 inability to arise
from a squat, arise
from a chair, climb
stairs
hypertrophy of calf
and thigh muscles

Cardiac abnormalities
 conduction

disorders, arrhythmias,
cardiomyopathy and heart failure may
occur
 left ventricular systolic dysfunction was
more common in DM2
 higher risk of sudden death
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Ocular signs







cataracts before the age of
55, or family history of
premature cataracts
by direct ophthalmoscopy
the cataracts of DM are
nonspecific and appear as
punctate opacities
by slit lamp examination
they have a multicolored
iridescent appearance and
are located in the posterior
lens capsule

Peripheral neuropathy
 peripheral

nerve involvement is a
common feature of MD2, irrespective of
featured metabolic abnormalities
 peripheral nerves are quite frequently
involved in DM2, but abnormalities
meeting the criteria of polyneuropathy
are rarely found

Rujana Sprljan

Multisystem affection
 insulin-insensitive

type 2 diabetes mellitus
failure resulting in male infertility
 thyroid gland dysfunction
 gastrointestinal tract involvement
 autoimmune diseases
 testicular

Central nervous system
 clinical

symptoms – changes in cognition,
behaviour and personality
 DM2 has not been associated with
intellectual disability
 MRI - white matter reduction and
affection of limbic structures
 reduced cerebral blood flow in the frontal
and temporal region apparent on PET
scan
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Sleep disorders








daytime tiredness is the
most common
symptom
orthopnea was
reported in 13% of
patients with DM2
diaphragm weakness
and sleep apneas
might be present
polysomnography did
not reveal
hypoventilation

Follow up
 annual ECG or 24-hour ambulatory ECG and

echocardiogram or possible cardiac MRI to
detect/monitor cardiac conduction defects and
cardiomyopathy
 annual measurement of fasting serum glucose
concentration and glycosylated hemoglobin level
 periodically slit-lamp examination
 testing of males every few years for evidence of
hypogonadism
 exclude cholesterol-lowering medications when
associated with increased weakness
 prompt treatment of hypothyroidism to reduce
secondary weakness
 caution when using anesthetics

Rujana Sprljan

Prognosis
 DM2

is a clinically milder disease than
DM1
 patients less commonly require assistive
devices (canes, walkers, wheelchairs,
scooters)
 they experience increasing difficulties
climbing stairs as the disease progresses
 life expectancy is unlikely to be
compromised
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Thank you for your attention!

Miodrag Vukcevic

Home mechanical ventilation
in neuromuscular patients
Miodrag Vukcevic
Medical School of Belgrade
Belgrade, Serbia

Non-Invasive Ventilation: Definition
Non-invasive positive pressure ventilation is any
form of ventilatory support applied without the
use of an endotracheal tube
Includes:
–
–
–
–

CPAP with or without pressure support
Volume-and pressure-cycled systems
Proportional assist ventilation
Bi-level pressure ventilation
AJRCCM 2001; 163: 283 - 291
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Background
Cohort series over the last few decades have clearly shown that
NIV increases survival, physiological outcomes and quality of life in
patients with chronic respiratory failure secondary to chest wall
disease and stable neuromuscular disorders. Many of these
individuals eg. with old poliomyelitis or idiopathic scoliosis may
now live to their normal life expectancy.
Leger P, et al. Chest 1994;105:100-5.
Simonds AK,.Elliott MW. Thorax 1995;50:604-9.

‘’No Duchenne muscular dystrophy person should ever require a
trach tube or develop respiratory complications. If people follow
closely what we describe, respiratory difficulties can be eliminated’’
J Bach 2004 ……!!!

In inherited neuromuscular disease NIV can also extend survival
eg. in Duchenne muscular dystrophy and other congenital
myopathies and muscular dystrophies of childhood.
Eagle M, Neuromusc Disord 2002;12:926-9.
Bach JR, Ishikawa Y, Kim H. Chest 1998;112:1024-8.

In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/motor neurone disease
(ALS/MND) NIV has been shown to reduce mortality, and improve
sleep quality and energy/vitality in the face of continued motor
decline.
Kleopa KA, at all. J Neurol Sci 1999;164:82-8.

Miodrag Vukcevic

Pathophysology of respiratory failure in NMD

SMA
Resp. Pump

Ventilatory failure

PaO2

PaCO2

Artificial ventilation

Time course of published original articles and reviews neuromuscular
diseases and respiratory failure listed on PubMed from 1996–2008.
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Neuromuscular diseases affecting respiratory function
Neuropathic disease

– Motor neuron disease

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
Poliomyelitis, post-polio syndrome
Spinal muscular atrophy
Paralytic rabies

– Peripheral neuropathies

Guillain–Barre´ syndrome, Chronic
inflammatory demyelinating
polyneuropathy
Critical illness polyneuropathy
Unilateral or bilateral diaphragm
paralysis
Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease

Disorders of the neuromuscular
junction

– Myasthenia gravis, congenital
myastenic syndrome, Lambert–
Eaton myasthenic syndrome
– Botulism, poisoning with curare and
organophosphate

Myopathies

– Acquired myopaties

Polymyositis, dermatomyositis
Critical illness myopathy

– Inherited myopathies
– Progressive muscular dystrophy
Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Becker muscular dystrophy
Facioscapulohumeral muscular
dystrophy
Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy
Myotonic dystrophy

– Congenital myopathies

Nemaline myopathy, core
diseases, myotubular myopathy

– Congenital muscular dystrophy

Ullrich congenital muscular
dystrophy, Emery–Dreifuss
muscular dystrophy, merosindeficient congenital muscular
dystrophy, merosin-positive
congenital muscular dystrophy,
rigid spine muscular dystrophy

– Metabolic myopaties

Mitochondrial myopaty, glycogen
storage disease type 2

Progression in ventilatory need

Ventilatory dependency is likely to increase over time
with progressive neuromuscular disease and ventilator
settings may also need to be changed.
Ventilatory adjuncts, such as mouth ventilation with a
mouthpiece attached to a support on a wheelchair, can be
helpful [Bach JR Chest 1993].
Some patients with progressive bulbar problems and/or
increasing ventilator dependency may wish to progress to
invasive ventilation. Options should be carefully discussed
with the patient and family, and advanced directives
formulated where possible
Eur Respir J 2002; 20: 480–487.

Miodrag Vukcevic

Interface
The link between the artificial airways
of the ventilatory system and the
airways of the patient IS THEIM VERY
IMPORTANT
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Signs and symptoms of respiratory failure
Symptoms
– Increasing generalised
weakness
– Dysphagia
– Dysphonia
– Dyspnoea on exertion and at
rest
– Fatigue
– Sleepiness

Clinical signs
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Rapid shallow breathing
Tachycardia
Weak cough
Staccato speech
Accessory muscle use
Abdominal paradox
Orthopnoea
Weakness of trapezius and
neck muscles
– Single-breath count
– Cough after swallowing

Methods for Assessing Respiratory
Muscle Weakness/Hypoventilation
Lung volumes (VC, TLC)
Pimax/Pemax/SNIP
ABG: PaCO2/ PaO2/pH/BE
Cough strength
MIC
Noninvasive blood gases (PETCO2/PTCCO2/Oximetry)
Sleep studies
(Oximetry/PETCO2/PTCCO2/Polysomnography)
Non-volitional tests of muscle strength

Miodrag Vukcevic

Laboratory data
VC ≤15 mL/kg, VC ≤1 L or 50% drop from value in stable
state, or >20% drop from sitting to supine position
Maximum inspiratory pressure ≤30 cmH2O
Maximum expiratory pressure ≤40 cmH2O
Nocturnal desaturation
Pa,CO2 >45 mmHg (6.7 kPa)

Consensus Conference: Clinical
Indications for NIV in CRF
Restrictive disorders
•Diagnostic certainty
•Symptoms eg. fatigue, dyspnoea, headaches
•1 of the following:
•PaCO2 > 6.0 kPa
•Nocturnal SaO2 <88% for > 5 minutes
•MIP < 60cmH2O or FVC < 50% pred in progressive disorders
Chest 1999;116:521-524
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Home mechanical ventilation
in 16 European countries
Situation 2005

27.000 patients

COPD/Lungs
36 %

Rib cage disease
31%

Neuromuscular
33 %

Lloyed-Owen et al. Eur Respir J 2005

Disease Categories in Europe
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Survival: Probability of continuing domiciliary NIV

Simodns A.,Thorax 1995

This image cannot currently be displayed.

Median survival at daytime hypercapnia without NIV
Vianello A et al. Chest 1994; 105:445-448

9,7

Simonds AK et al. Thorax 1998; 53:949-952
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Trends in survival in Duchenne MD

Eagle et al Neuromusc Dis 2002

Management trends in DMD

Jeppesen J Neuromusc Dis 2003;13:804-12

Miodrag Vukcevic

Survival and lung function in MND/ALS with NIV
Kleopa et al 1999 J Neurol Sci

NIV use Group 1 > 4hrs

Group 2 < 4 hrs Group 3 Nil

Survival Gp 1: 14.2 mths Gp 2: 7.0 mths

Gp 3 :3.0 mths

Frequency of informing families about NIV
100
90
80

Percentage

70
60

52.6

50
40
28.9

30
20

7.8

10

2.6

2.6

Rarely

Never

5.2

0
Always

Nearly
always

Sometimes

No answer

Kinali M et al 2003
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Evolution of
respiratory
failure

FVC <
40% pred

Action
Normal breathing

REM related sleep
disordered breathing

Chest infection
NREM and REM sleep
disordered breathing

FVC <
20% pred

Monitor

Cough
assist

NIV
Daytime ventilatory failure

Oxymetry/Transcutaneous CO2 before NIV

Miodrag Vukcevic

Oxymetry/Transcutaneous CO2 during NIV

NIV: Feasibility
Technical criteria

Indication

Feasibility
Social criteria

Alternatives

Characteristics of
the respiratory
failure
Home conditions
Patients
preferences

NON

Hospice
Low tech hospitals

YES
Discharge
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Prophylactic NIV in Duchenne MD
Control

NIV

Raphael et al Lancet 1994

Ethical issues regarding NIV
Patient autonomy.
Information, education
Continuum of care
Advanced directives.
Patients should identify limits of the therapy,
especially regarding tracheotomy
Patients can change their mind (or directives) at any time

Miodrag Vukcevic

NIV at the end of life
It’s not easy to decide whether the
burdens exceed the benefits in NIV at the
end of life.
The risk of NIV is to prolong an inevitable
course towards death.
We deal with two main situations:
– To initiate NIV late in the course of the
disease
– Withdrawal NIV in a 29long-term user

Equipment needs for NIV
Respiratory accessories
– Humidification
– Oxygen supplementation
– Drugs nebulisation
– Power supply: battery power source, backup
ventilator
Monitoring
Secretions management
Daily living activities
Communication
Schönhofer B, Sortor-Leger S. Eur Respir J 2002;20:1029-38
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Patient
with
NMD
Respiratory
muscle
weakness

To increase efficacy NIV may need to
be used in conjunction with other
airway clearance techniques
Decreased
ability to
take a deep
breath in
NIV

Decreased
ability to
cough
NIV

Recurrent
respiratory
tract
infections

Decreased
chest wall
compliance
NIV

NIV

Breathless
management

Psychological support

Measurements - normal
cough

Teaching

Physiotherapy

Reflux and
aspiration
identification

Rapid response team

Sputum mobilisation
techniques
Initiation of non
invasive ventilation

Optimal hydration,
orally and humidification
Liaison medical
teams

Hospital at home

Respiratory
measurements

Cough augmentation
techniques
Inhaled
therapy

Musculo
skeletal
advice

Exercise on non
invasive
ventilation

Deep breath in, intact inspiratory strength; insp vol 2.3L

Glottic closure (0.2s) and opening intact
bulbar function

Contraction of the expiratory muscles
intact expiratory muscles MEP>
60cmH2O

Miodrag Vukcevic

Breathless
management

Psychological support

Measurements – Peak cough
flow (PCF)

Teaching

Physiotherapy

Reflux and
aspiration
identification

Rapid response team

Sputum mobilisation
techniques

Optimal hydration,
orally and humidification
Liaison medical
teams

Hospital at home

Respiratory
measurements

Initiation of non
invasive ventilation

Cough augmentation
techniques
Inhaled
therapy

Musculo
skeletal
advice

Exercise on non
invasive
ventilation

Simple easy test to perform can use a mouthpiece or mask
Normal adult PCF = 360-840L/min
Leiner et al, 1963 Am Rev Respir Dis

If PCF does not exceed
270-300L/min when you are well it
can decrease to a critical level
Bach et al., 1997, Chest

PCF > 160L/min is sufficient to
eliminate airway debris and
secretions
Bach & Saporito, 1996, Chest

Cough augmentation techniques should be
considered to patients with neuromuscular
disease.
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Maximum insufflation /
exsufflation
• Mechanical insufflation/ exsufflation (MI-E)
has been shown to increase peak cough flow
(PCF) in adult and paediatric neuromuscular
disease patients (Chatwin et al,. ERJ,2003).
• The device provides a deep breath in
followed by a rapid switch to negative
pressure, thereby simulating the flow
changes that occur during a cough
• Both bulbar and non-bulbar ALS patient
(Mustfa et al, Neurology, 2003).

• COPD patient do not increase PCF with MI-E
(Winck et al, Chest, 2004).

Breathless
management

Psychological support
Teaching

Physiotherapy

Reflux and
aspiration
identification

Rapid response team

Sputum mobilisation
techniques
Initiation of non
invasive ventilation

Optimal hydration,
orally and humidification
Liaison medical
teams

Hospital at home

Respiratory
measurements

Cough augmentation
techniques
Inhaled
therapy

Musculo
skeletal
advice

Exercise on non
invasive
ventilation

Miodrag Vukcevic

ALS patients with NIV
and PEG
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Noninvasive ventilation allows
gastrostomy tube placement in patients
with advanced ALS Neurology. 2001; 56:413-4

The use of NIV for ventilatory support during percutaneous
endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube placement is described
in five patients with advanced ALS, four having significant
bulbar symptoms.
No respiratory complications occurred in any of these
patients, who were considered to be at high risk for PEG
placement

National referral center
NIV started 2004 in Serbia
Organized during 2007/2008.
200 PV403 units/ViVo 40
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Actual situation
Serbia
Population

8 million

Reimbursement for home ventilators (yes/no)

YesyYes
Yes
(full, (full,
servis,
servis,
1
1
mask)

Year started

2003

Type of ventilator reimbursed
(life support, pressure support, both)

both

Initiatives to start home ventilation
-societies involved

Yes

Specialized center for long-term ventilation

Yes

Society formed (yes/no)
-members

No
Yes

Actual situation
Serbia
Total number of hospitals

30

Number of hospitals involved in
home-care ventilation

3

-Adult ICU

?

-Pediatric ICU

5

-Pulmonary department (incl. ICU)

24 (3)

-Neurology department (incl. ICU)

24 (?)

Number of ventilator users
- Invasive
- Noninvasive

250 (NMD), 60-80 OHS, 5 Kyph, 32 chi
10% (2007)
240 (2004)
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The mean survival time in
three subgroups after
NIV, PEG, NIV+PEG

8
7

Mean survival time (months)
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6
5

7.04±4.4

6.3±3.4

6.1±4.0

5B

4B

4

5B

3
2

11 S

5S

1

1S

0

PEG

NIV

PEG+NIV

EOL and Palliative Care
Medical Education
Symptom Management
Hospice Care

Patient — Caregiver —
Family
Life Closure
Bereavement
Spirituality
Counseling, Support group

D
E
A
T
H

B
E
R
E
A
V
E
M
E
N
T
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A good death
Death is an important part of life.
Sometimes death is seen as a failure.
– In that case medicine does not give the
attention to helping people to die a good
death.


Learning from palliative medicine, every
physician should care for their patients in
the end of life period.
Smith R. BMJ 2000;320:129-130
45

Conclusion
It is very important to think about how to
organise the care of patients on HMV: it
must seek a balance between the role of
reference centres and accesibility to local
hospitals.
Networking should be a reasonable
alternative.
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Conclusion
Prolonging survival by many years and improving QoL
in a previously lethal condition should be considered as
a major progress in medicine.
Even when survival is not prolonged, such as in ALS
patients with severe bulbar involvement, NIV therapy
may still improve QoL.
We must remember that no care is possible without the
sacrifice of the patient’s family and caregivers.

Crucial final considerations
Demonstrate the effectiveness of NIV in your hospital (ideally use
in patients with better chance of success first) to overcome
resistance from some colleagues eg. anaesthetists.
Vigorously lobby health authorities for purchase of first few
ventilators: highlight likely cost savings.
Present results of successful use at local and national meetings, ask
for NIV to be incorporated in national guidelines, publish results.
Energise nursing team, respiratory physiotherapists, students.
Show colleagues how NIV can help them: intensivists with weaning;
neurologists with NIV for ALS, DMD; cardiologists with NIV for acute
pulmonary oedema
Inform the media you have a new treatment possibility that is
lifesaving. Give newspaper interviews, write articles
Encourage providers to support your endeavours: tell them
investing in you will yield increased use of their product
If you work in a system with very low health resources, it helps to
be able to repair equipment. With safe cleaning & common sense
much ‘disposable’ equipment can be reused

Miodrag Vukcevic
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR A QUALITY LIFE
OF PEOPLE WITH NMD
Prof. Anton Zupan, MD, PhD
University Rehabilitation Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Key words: assistive technology, people, neuromuscular disorders
ABSTRACT
Assistive technology includes equipment, devices and software solutions that
increase functional capabilities of people with disabilities and improve the
quality of their lives. The article presents assistive technology for people with
neuromuscular disorders: for mobility, for daily activities, for controlling living
environment, for communication, for psychophysical conditioning, for leisure
activities and for driving the car.
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INTRODUCTION
For most people, technology can make life easier, expanding life’s choices and
opportunities, which is even more significant for people with disabilities. Assistive
Technology (AT) is defined as “any item, piece of equipment, or product system
whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified or customized, that is
used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of individuals
with disabilities (1). It is a broad range of devices, services, strategies, and
practices that are conceived and applied to ameliorate the problems faced by
individuals who have disabilities (2). They range from low-tech aids, such as
built-up handles on eating utensils, to high tech devices such as computerized
communication systems, alternative access systems or powered wheelchairs.
The ultimate objective of AT is to contribute to the effective enhancement of the
lives of people with disabilities and elderly people by helping to overcome and
solve their functional problems, reducing dependence on others and contributing
to the integration into their families and society (3).
People with neuromuscular disorders (NMD) often have significant physical
limitations that prevent full participation in the society. AT can provide opportunities
for people with NMD to interact with their world, enabling communication, and
daily living skills. Efficient access to and control of the technology is critical for
successful use; however, good intellectual capabilities and fine motor activity of
the hand and fingers enable people with NMD for efficient use of sophisticated
modern AT.
AT FOR MOBILITY
There are many mobility devices that help people with NMD to be mobile,
either to walk or to move around in another way. Any equipment should be
prescribed by professional staff according to the user’s needs. The device has
to be appropriate for user’s functional abilities. In the case of a child it should be
appropriate for the stage of child’s development and should help and not hinder
child’s developmental progress. Equipment should be made according to the
user’s measurements and it must be adjusted as growth occurs.
Walking aids that help people with NMD to walk are: special footwear, ankle
foot orthoses, short leg callipers, long leg callipers, walking sticks, crutches,
different walkers with or without wheels, para-walker, swivel-walker etc. The
person’s condition is one of the major factors influencing the type of aid to use.
Special orthopaedic shoes and ankle-foot orthoses are of great help especially
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for persons with hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy. Different standing
devices such as tilt table enable people with NMD to stand and in this way
prevent contractures in lower limbs and improve their physiological functions.
People with NMD that can’t walk anymore can move around with different
wheelchairs. There are transport wheelchairs, manually propelled, electricpowered, sport variants, all terrain variants of wheelchairs etc.
For those people with NMD whom seating on the wheelchair is completely
passive, electric functions for positioning the wheelchair are needed. Power tilt
(backwards) of the sitting unit of the wheelchair enables rest of the user, reliefs
of pressure on certain parts of the body, lessens pressure sores, lessens pain,
improves user’s physiological functions, functional abilities, and enables safe
driving of the wheelchair downhill. Power tilt (forwards) of the sitting unit of the
wheelchair facilitates transferring, feeding, urination, dressing, and enables safe
driving of the wheelchair uphill.
Power adjustable backrest of the wheelchair enables rest of the user, reliefs of
pressure on certain parts of the body, lessens pressure sores, lessens pain, and
improves user’s physiological functions.
Power adjustable leg rests of the wheelchair improve user’s physiological
functions, prevent contractures, swelling, pain and pressure sores of the lower
limbs.
Power adjustable seat unit of the wheelchair (lift) is important from functional
aspect as it improves user’s functional abilities like reaching the objects; user
is able of self-transferring or needs less help by transferring (prevention for
nursing staff). Power adjustable seat unit of the wheelchair is also important
from psychosocial aspect as it improves user’s confidence, social status,
communication, eye to eye contact and consequently the quality of life.
Electric function of the wheelchair that enables standing position of the user is
very important from medical aspect as it improves user’s physiological functions
of the urinary system, digestive system, respiratory and cardio-circulatory
system. Standing position of the user prevents osteoporosis and contractures
of the lower limbs.
We can conclude that people with NMD need appropriate wheelchairs and
that appropriate wheelchair has important physiological, psychological, social,
functional and economic effects for the people with NMD.
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Figure 1: Different electric functions of wheelchairs in Slovenian population of
people with NMD. The data for figure 1 were collected by survey questionnaires that
were distributed to 411 participants in research. Returned and processed were 265
questionnaires (134 female - 51 % and 131 male - 49 %). Response rate was 64.5 %.

In Slovenia we have a special system of prescription wheelchairs. The
prescription criterion is the level of functional disability (motor impairment) of
the user. The higher the level of the user’s disability, the more sophisticated and
perfected wheelchair he or she needs. There are three different categories of
motor impairment: moderate, severe and very severe (4).
For those people with NMD that can’t control electric wheelchair by a standard
joystick there are numerous special devices for controlling electric wheelchair.
Electric wheelchair can be controlled by a chin, by mouth (lips), by tongue, by
EEG, EMG signals etc. Still other switches are manipulated by “sipping” and
“puffing” air through a small straw. The sipping action will trigger the switch in
one direction, and the puffing in the other. In “sip and puff” switches, often the lips
are used to control which direction to move in. These advances provide those
with NMD or other physical impairments the freedom to get around on their own
and become more independent.
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For people with NMD with total body involvement proper sitting on the
wheelchair is of most importance. Seating arrangement for NMD people with
total body involvement is a very demanding process and can pose considerable
problems for the multi-disciplinary team. Proper individually tailored seat unit
of the wheelchair should allow the user to optimize the functional performance,
maximum comfort when sitting, minimize the possibility of bodily deformities and
tissue damage, the proper functioning of the respiratory, cardiovascular and
digestive system, good self-esteem, appropriate visual, cognitive and perceptual
skills, balanced body position when sitting - the pressure on the seat surface
must be evenly and properly distributed (5, 6).
Often, it is necessary to design positioning systems for a variety of settings,
so that the person can participate in a number of activities. There might be a
position which suits them best when they are in front of the computer, another
for meal times, and yet another for relaxing with a good book. Some examples
of equipment used for positioning are cushions made of different materials, side
supports, chair inserts, straps, trays, special pillows etc. Thanks to the advances
in electronics, motorized wheelchairs now exist which can shift and adjust to
support its occupant in various positions. One can even save certain settings so
that with the push of a button, the wheelchair can shift them from one position to
the next. This can greatly enhance a user’s feeling of independence, as they do
not require others to shift supports or padding for them.
For some people with NMD, especially for those who can still walk on short
distances and need some mobility aid for longer distances, electric scooter is
very suitable.
AT FOR DAILY ACTIVITIES
There are numerous aids for personal hygiene like different washbasins even
electric adjustable by height, different bath tubes, lifts for baths, shower chairs,
toilet chairs, electric adjustable toilet desks that enable easier standing up from
the toilet, different holders etc. We know numerous aids for dressing sock, jacket
etc. There are numerous aids for eating, drinking, for opening cans, jars, bottles
etc. Many aids enable different kitchen work like preparing food, cooking etc.
Transferring of a wheelchair bound person could be a problem. A safe and comfort
transfer is needed. There are many different aids for transferring like transferring
boards, lifts etc. Electric bed with special cushion is of great importance for
people with NMD especially for that wheelchair bound.
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AT FOR COMMUNICATION
Proper communication is very important in improving independence, safety and
social inclusion of people with NMD and therefore AT for communication will be
presented in a special lecture.
AT FOR CONTROLLING OF THE LIVING ENVIRONMENT
Environmental control systems provide alternative access to devices such as
lights, audio visual equipment, doors, windows, telephones and much more.
Sometimes one will have a remote control with settings for the various electronics
in the house (lights, appliances, television etc.). If the person is unable to
manipulate a remote control, independent simple switches can be used to
control the environment. Laser beam switches (where the switch is activated
by breaking the beam) or pressure sensitive floor switches can be installed in
doorways to activate lights as somebody moves around their house. A person
can move their wheelchair to a certain spot in the room and activate a floor
switch which will turn on the television. Environmental controls offer people with
NMD a large number of ways to have more control over their lives.
Environmental controls can be grouped into low-tech and high-tech systems.
Low-tech systems provide somewhat limited control of one or two devices. A
low-tech switch can control an electrical device directly. If the switch needs to
be activated for the electronic device to run, this is called a “direct control”. The
floor switch which turns on the television when pressed can be an example of
a “direct control” switch. “Timed control” will let the device continue to run for
a preset amount of time after a switch is hit once. If a device required one hit
of the switch to turn on, and another hit to turn off, it’s called a “latch control”.
High-tech systems are designed to provide more sophisticated control of a wide
variety of devices. Most remote controlled or switch based high-tech systems
require reading, though there are now several switch systems that have auditory
scanning and speech feedback. This allows a person to speak commands into
their device and hear what the resulting action is. Portability is very important
for someone who needs control from a wheelchair since they need to be
able to control various parts of their environment from different locations. The
development of personal digital assistant technology has helped tremendously
in making high-tech environmental control systems smaller, more powerful, and
more portable.
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Another option to control the environment is to use a person’s augmentative and
alternative communication devices (AAC). By combining environmental controls
into the AAC, the number of devices needed to learn to control can be reduced.
Another benefit is that the user does not have to read if it is too difficult for them.
The AAC can use symbols to operate things (like a picture of a TV, or lamp for
example). On top of that, the operator does not even have to see the display,
since the AAC can speak the options out loud.
Environment can be also controlled indirectly by a user, using an identification
(e.g. radiofrequency identification), where the settings for the environment are
adjusted to the individual user. This is a part of the area called ambient intelligence
(7). Special antennas detect the presence of a user within a room and adjust the
home automation (lights, shutters, windows, heating, air conditioning etc.) and
media (TV, stereo) to the user.
AT FOR PSYCHOPHYSICAL CONDITIONING
There are different technical aids and systems to improve psychophysical
condition of people with NMD, especially different respiratory aids (ventilators,
in-exsufflators) different machines for exercising upper and lower limbs (MOTO
med) etc.
AT FOR LEISURE ACTIVITIES
There are numerous aids for drawing, painting, reading etc. Different technical
aids or adaptations are needed that people with NMD can participate in different
sports like hockey, boccia etc.
AT FOR DRIVING THE CAR
Enabling the person with disability to drive a car is an integral part of a complex
rehabilitation process. The ability to drive a car improves the person’s quality of
life as he is less dependent on other people’s help, is more socially active, and
has more opportunities for education, employment, attendance of cultural and
sport events. Assessment of person’s driving ability is a very complex and difficult
task for which a multidisciplinary team is needed. The ability of a person with
disability to drive a car depends not only on diagnosis but also on the functional
consequences of disease or injury that need to be carefully evaluated (8).
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People with NMD usually don’t have problems with reaction times, attention,
judgment and other similar abilities needed for car driving. Their biggest problem
is muscular weakness and consequently problems with activities where muscular
strength is needed, like getting in and out of the car, braking and turning the
steering wheel. Different car adaptations and technical aids such as rotating
seat, ramps and lifts enable the person to easier get in and out of the car. Hand
operated gas and brake are sometimes suitable, but the best solution for people
with NMD to drive a car is joystick driving. There are different joysticks (onehanded joystick, two-handed joystick, two-way joystick, four-way joystick, gas
and brake tilter, gas and brake slider) (fig. 2) (9).

Figure 2: Different joysticks for driving the car (http://www.zawatzky.de/automobileconversions/steering/joysteer-steering-system/index.html)
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Assistive Technology (AT)


Any item, piece of equipment or product system, whether
acquired commercially, modified or customized, that is used to
increase, maintain or improve functional capabilities of
individuals with disabilities.



In the absence of effective treatment of persons with NMD the
use of AT is very important for them. With the help of AT the
NMD persons are more independent and secure in activities of
daily living, more involved in the social environment, education,
and work.



The NMD persons due to good intellectual capabilities are able to
control even complicated technology.

AT for
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

moving,
daily activities,
controlling living environment,
communication,
health (psychophysical condition)
leisure activities
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AT for moving

Orthopedic footwear
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Orthosis

Crutches and sticks
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Walkers

Walkers for children
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Parawalker

Swivel-walker
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Tilt table, Standing aid

Wheelchairs






transport wheelchairs
manually propelled
electric-powered
sport variants
all terrain variants
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For children

For adults
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Electric positioning
↑ safe driving down and
↑
↑
↓
↓
↑

uphill
rest
functional abilities
pain
pressure sores
physiological functions

Power adjustable seat unit
(psychosocial and functional aspect)

↑ confidence
↑ social status
↑ communication
↑ eye to eye contact
↑ quality of life
↑ functional abilities
↑ reaching the objects
↑ self transferring
↓ needed help by transferring
(prevention for nursing staff)
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Enabling standing position

(psychosocial, functional and physiological aspect)
↑ confidence
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↓
↓
↓

social status
communication
eye to eye contact
quality of life
functional abilities
reaching the objects
urinary system
digestive system
respiratory system
cardiocirculatory system
osteoporosis
contractures
pressure sores

Special devices for controlling electric
wheelchair
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Special devices for controlling electric
wheelchair

All terrain wheelchairs
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Electric scooter

Seat cushion
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AT for daily activities

Personal hygiene
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Washbasin

Bath tub
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Lift for bath

Shower chair
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Toilet chair

Enabling lifting, washing
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Holders

Dressing sock, jacket
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Eating, drinking

Opening can, jar, bottle
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Preparing food

Kitchen work
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Transferring (lifts)

Transferring (boards)
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Electric bed with special cushion

Controlling of the living environment

windows, tv, radio, phone, heating, cooling, etc).








Remote controller
Speech orders
Touch screen
Via TV
Wheelchair‘s joystick
Eye tracking system

(door and
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Remote controller, speech orders

Wheelchair’s joystick
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Via tv

AT for communication

AT for health (psychophysical condition)
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Respiratory aids

For physical conditioning
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AT for leisure activities

Drawing
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Reading

Golf
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Hockey

Boccia
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Chess

AT for driving the car
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Rotating seat

Lift for wheelchair
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Ramp

Van with the lift
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Hand operated gas and brake

Hand operated gas and brake
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Joystick driving
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Assistive
technology in
physical therapy of
NMD people
Aleša Kloostewaard
Rehabilitation Center Dom Dva Topola Izola

ELECTROTHERAPY
MECHANOTHERAPY

KINESIOTHERAPY

FUNCTIONAL
STATUS
MESAURMENTS

ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY
HYDROTHERAPY
RESPIRATHORY
THERAPY

Alesa Kloostewaard

KINESIOTHERAPY
 Parallel bars, Exercise balls, weights, exercise mats, balance

training, therapy bolsters…
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ELECTROTHERAPY modalities
 Interferential
 TENS
 Diadynamic
 Therapeutic ultrasound
 Laser therapy
 Magnetic field therapy

LOCAL MODALITIES
 Thermotherapy
 Criotherapy

Pressotherapy limphatic
drainage

Alesa Kloostewaard

MECHANOTHERAPY
 Leg and arm trainer
 Stationary bike
 Elliptical trainer
 Kinesiology tape

Tilt table
Standing device
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HYDROTHERAPY
 Hubbard Bath

 Outdoor swimming

pool

Alesa Kloostewaard

RESPIRATHORY THERAPY

 Inhalation therapy
 Cough Assist Mechanical

In-Exsufflator

FUNCTIONAL STATUS MEASURMENTS
 Goniometer for ROM
 Measure tape
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 Spirometer

 Electrocardiogram

alesa.kloosterwaard@gmail.com
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Scientific background and work
Mojca Debeljak graduated in Electrical Engineering (2003) at the University of
Ljubljana, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, where she also received her PhD in
Rehabilitation Engineering (2011). During her studies she participated in several
R&D projects in Laboratory for Telecommunications, where she continued to
work as a junior researcher in the field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), assistive technology, smart homes technologies and user interfaces design. During the last seven years she has been working at the University
Rehabilitation Institute as a researcher, involving clinical work with patients regarding the AT for ICT access and environment control, assessing patients and
training them for appropriate use. Her job also covers counseling in the field of
AT for ICT. She is currently the Slovenian national contact person for the AAATE
(Association for the Advancement of Assistive Technology in Europe) and the
European Assistive Technology Information Network (EASTIN).
Assistive Technologies for MultiMedia and Augmented and Alternative
Communication for people with NMD.

Introduction.
According to the definition provided in ISO 9999:2011 “Assistive products for
persons with disability -- Classification and terminology” [1], Assistive Products
are understood to be any product (including devices, equipment, instruments,
technology and software) specially produced or generally available, for preventing, compensating for, monitoring, relieving or neutralizing impairments, activity
limitations and participation restrictions. Assistive Technology (AT) is used by
individuals with disabilities in order to perform functions that might otherwise
be difficult or impossible. AT can include mobility devices such as walkers and
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wheelchairs, as well as hardware and software that assist people with disabilities in accessing computers or other information technologies. According to
the definition provided by the Class 22 of ISO 9999:2011 “Assistive products
for communication and information” (AT ICT) products are understood to be
devices for helping a person to receive, send, produce and/or process information in different forms [1]. AT can also be considered on a continuum that
identifies technology produced for the mass market, or mainstream technology,
to technology that is created for a single individual. Increasingly, individuals
with disabilities can use mainstream technology, intended for a wide consumer
audience. As the term “mainstream technology” is used here, it refers to any
technology that is intended for general use rather than for use entirely or primarily by people with disabilities [2]. In particular, ICT and computer technologies
are useful for individuals with a wide range of abilities and are typically easier to
obtain and less expensive than devices that are produced specifically for individuals with disabilities. There are also products that are produced for individuals with disabilities, usually used with minimal or no modifications necessary as
well as devices that are created for a single individual or a very small number
that meet very specific needs of that person, which tend to be more expensive
and more difficult to obtain because they are custom made and produced in
very low quantities [3].
The content of this paper is mostly based on daily clinical experience and continuous search for new, innovative assistive and mainstream technologies for multimedia and augmented and alternative communication (AAC), from which people
with neuro muscular disorders (NMD) can benefit in the areas of communication,
education, work and entertainment with the help of ICT and therefore improve
their quality of life. Multimedia is meant as all content that can be accessed with
devices that can connect to the Internet (such as a personal computer, laptop,
tablet or smart phone). Presented are some of the mostly used technologies for
controlling multimedia and AAC, including settings in operating systems, software and hardware and combinations of them to fit a variety of needs, desired
by people with NMD. The aim of this paper is therefore to review current AT,
mainstream technology and AAC for ICT, advised to and used by people with
NMD in Slovenia to increase their possibilities of use of multimedia and enable
communication through AAC technology.
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AT for MultiMedia
AT FOR MULTIMEDIA - HARDWARE
Starting with the simplest and low-cost ATs are wands and sticks, with which one
operates a standard keyboard and can be operated by hands, mouth (mouth
stick) or head (head wand) (Figure 1). One can also use standard pencil with
rubber or more commonly two – one for each hand as a stick to operate a keyboard. It can be used as extension of fingers for those people with NMD, who
cannot reach the keyboard, but still have sufficient fine motoric skills in their
fingers. In many cases of mouth sticks there is a rubber tip at the end of the
mouth stick to give the tip better traction, and a plastic or rubber feature at the
other end that the person inserts into the mouth. Head wands are very similar in
function to mouth sticks, except that the wand is strapped to the head. A person
moves the head to make the head wand type characters, navigate through web
documents, etc.

Figure 1. Pencil (left), mouth stick (middle) and head wand (right),
source: http://webaim.org/articles/motor/assistive.

Sometimes ergonomic keyboards and mice, which are designed to be more
comfortable than a standard keyboard and mouse, meet the needs of a person
with NMD. They are designed for comfort, and are suitable for people who have
problems with standard keyboards and mice.
There are also special AT keyboards, designed for the use of people with fine
motoric skills, but lacking muscle power in their upper limbs/fingers, e.g. for people with muscular dystrophy (Figure 2). Furthermore various switches with minimum force needed to press them (MicroLight Switch (Figure 3), PalPad Assistive
Switch (Figure 4), FingerButton 30 (Figure 5), SCATIR - Self-Calibrating Auditory
Tone Infrared Switch Deluxe (Figure 6), etc.), exist.
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Figure 2. HIDREX: ABP Keyboard for people with muscular dystrophy without
(left)/with (right) trackball and finger guide.

Special switches, trackballs and joysticks of all sizes that can be activated with
a finger, hand, arm, elbow, shoulder, leg, foot, knee, lips or beard. Examples of
joysticks, operated by lips, chin, cheek or tongue are the TetraMouse, the QuadJoy, the Jouse2 and the IntegraMouse Plus, from which last three have sip and
puff control.

Figure 3. AbleNet:
Micro Light Switch,
activating force:
10g.

Figure 4.
Adaptivation: Palpad
Assistive Switch,
activating force: 34g.

Figure 5. Inclusive:
FingerButton 30,
activating force: 75g.

Figure 6. AbleNet:
SCATIR Switch Deluxe,
activating force: 0
(InfraRed Sensor).

Very popular are also special plug-and-play high-resolution intelligent cameras
that emulate a mouse using the movements from a small dot placed on one’s
forehead (e.g. TrackerPRO (Figure 7) from AbleNet [4], SmartNav (Figure 8)
from NaturalPoint [5], HeadMouse Nano (Figure 9) from Origin Instruments [6]).
Systems like that are very precise, however they are costly.
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Figure 7. TrackerPRO

Figure 8. SmartNav
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Figure 9. HeadMouse

Special commands for wheelchair users – used also

to control multimedia, including AAC

Currently, power (electric) wheelchairs and special commands for them are in
Slovenia financed by the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia [7], so when
choosing a new wheelchair every five or three years for students/employed,
one should consider this option of using a special command with a possibility to
connect wirelessly through infrared (IR) or Bluetooth (BT) signal to devices that
support that (smartphones, tablets, laptops). For some products, one must use
a BT dongle (e.g. for a PC). There are also interfaces that enable controlling ICT
devices (iPhone, iPad, PC etc) through them, like iPortalTM from Invacare [8].
Commonly used special command among NMD patients is the low force Mini
Joystick (Figure 10) from HMC [9].

Figure 10. Low force HMC mini joystick - setting with BT to operate a smart phone and
various tops to operate it (stick/ball/finger cup).

MicroPilot (Figure 11) from Switch-IT [10], a light-touch proportional miniature
joystick also requires only ten grams of force to operate a powered wheelchair
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and with interfaces also a computer, tablet or a smart phone. Also from HMC,
VIC CCD (Figure 12) enables one to just move slightly a finger or a stick in a
hole, where IR sensors are set and with moving it, one drives or controls multimedia wirelessly.

Figure 11. MicroPilot joystick
requires only 10g of force to operate.

Figure 12. VIC CCD special control
and its use.

Eye-controlled attached devices
For people who can control their eyes and lack other movements, there are
eye-controlled attached devices that with the help of additional software, enable
controlling multimedia (mostly PCs and tablets) only with one’s eyes. Some of
them are low cost, e.g. Tobii EyeX (Figure 13), Steelseries Sentry Eye Tracker,
TheEyeTribe, GazePoint GP3 Eye Tracker and less affordable Tobii REX, Tobii PCEye Mini, Tobii PCEye Explore, Eyetech TM4 and TM5 mini eye tracker,
MyGaze, EyeGaze Edge, EyeMax, NUEye, EyePro etc.

Figure 13. Example of eye-controlled attached devices: Tobii EyeX.
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AT for MultiMedia – Software
Software is especially important area in the AT sector, that can help people with
NMD to easier operate devices in ICT world and communicate with the help of
AAC. However, about 80 % of the software that is available for AT applications
is available only in English and some other widely spoken languages, which represents a problem for people, whose mother tongue is e. g. Slovenian. However,
with advances in computer translations and more quality speech synthesizers, in
the near future that may not represent an issue.
Commonly used are applications that enable one to use dwell instead of a click
(e.g. Dwell Clicker or Dragger). There are numerous applications (apps) that
enable a user to control multimedia with movements of one’s head, some of
them with a help of a standard web camera and entirely free (e.g. CameraMouse
(http://www.cameramouse.org/), Enable ViaCam (http://eviacam.sourceforge.
net/), TLV Play from INOVATELL (http://inovatell.reabilitacija.lt/index-en.html)
and others as seen in Figure 14).

Figure 14. Apps that enable control of computer with moving one’s head:
CameraMouse, eViacam, TLV Play.

There are also many on-screen keyboards (OSK) that enable prediction for faster typing, some of them are also free. For fast typing one could use a radically
different free OSK Dasher [11], that can provide typing rates of up to 39 words
per minute. There are also other OSK, such as Click-N-Type [12], Wivik [13],
BeKey [14], OptiKey [15] etc as seen in Figure 15. OptiKey [15] can be operated
directly with an eye-controlling interface, a mouse emulator or a mouse.
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Figure 15. Various on-screen keyboards: Dasher, BeKey, Click N Type,
OptiKey and WIVIK.

For widely spoken languages there is special software that enables speech-recognition and therefore voice-control of computer like Dragon NaturallySpeaking
from Nuance Communications, Braina from Brainasoft and Tazti from Voice Tech
Group.

Generations of User Interfaces (UI)
When we talk about user interface (UI) in computing, we are referring to how a
computer program or system represents itself to its user, usually via graphics,
text and sound. First generation UI was text-based command-line prompt. In
second generation typical Windows and Apple operating systems we interact
with icons on our desktop with our mouse cursors.
Innovative UI involved use of touch such as smartphones [16], voice recognition
[17] such as Siri (Speech Interpretation and Recognition Interface) from Apple’s
iOS and gestures – so called Tangible User Interfaces such as Microsoft Kinect
[18] and Brain Computer Interfaces. There are software solutions that support
that via a standard camera, integrated in laptops, tablets and smart phones.
There are also special devices like Leap Motion (https://www.leapmotion.com/,
Figure 16), that can be operated touchless with a hand/fingers and there are
some experiments to mount it on one’s head to wirelessly control a personal
computer. Similar devices are 3Gear SDK, Kinect etc. Gesture-controlled UIs will
in the future offer new possibilities to people with disabilities, including people
with NMD.
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Figure 16. Leap Motion, a 3rd generation of UI shows potential for wireless control
of multimedia for people with NMD

Brain-controlled Interfaces (Brain Computer Interface - BCI)
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology is a powerful communication tool
between users and systems. It does not require any external devices or muscle
intervention to issue commands and complete the interaction, just signals from
the brain: electroencephalography (EEG) and/or electrocorticography (ECoG)
[19]. BCI research began in the 1970s at the University of California, Los Angeles and since then focused primarily on neuroprosthetics applications that aim
at restoring damaged hearing, sight and movement. First BCI relied on visual
evoked potentials to allow users to control cursor direction, and visual evoked
potentials are still widely used in BCIs [20-22].
There are invasive, partially invasive and non-invasive BCI. While some years
ago the EEG devices were very expensive, and were used by trained medical
personnel, recently appeared some that are easy to use and also affordable to
the average consumer [23]. Naturally, their capabilities may not be compared to
devices used in hospitals and diagnostic centers [24]. They are based mostly
on EEG and ECoG that enable simple control of PC, Mac, Linux, iOS and/or
Android devices. Some of them include:
●	
NeuroSky MindWave (research-grade EEG headset for PC, Mac) [25];
●	
NeuroSky MindWave Mobile (research-grade EEG headset for iOS, Android,
PC and Mac) [25];
●	
EMOTIV EPOC Neuroheadset [26];
●	
EMOTIV Insight (for Mac, Windows, Linux, Android and iOS, http://emotiv.
com/insight/) [27].
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Figure 17.Commercial non-invasive EEG based BCI: Neurosky MindWave and
MindWave Mobile, EMOTIV Epoc and Insight.

There are many researches done in controlling computer or enabling communication with BCI [28-37]. Results of the study by Lievesley et al [38] show that the
Emotiv EPOC neuroheadset can be used as an interface for non-impaired users
to transfer information to a computer, which could in turn be used to control AT.
Another study [39] states in conclusion, that BCI (NeuroSky MindWave) is not
very precise in using it for mobile devices and to improve that, a calibration is
advised before each use. With appropriate BCI one could therefore interact with
a computer and use it also for AAC with calibration before each use.

Mainstream technologies and settings

in operating systems (OS)

As van Woerden has already written in 2006 [40] that mainstream development
in ICT is important for AT, almost ten years later, it is an even more important
issue, since new products, processes and development environments in AT are
available at affordable costs. Mainstream technology can be used directly, with
specific settings, applications and/or adjustments.
In recent years, consumer technology manufacturers have begun integrating robust
accessibility features into their devices. Individuals with disabilities are now able to
use a tablet computer with switch scanning to communicate, control their home,
learn, or entertain themselves without needing a full suite of adaptive software. In
some cases, individuals are able to use voice control. Mainstream technology has
evolved to a point where new devices and applications are launched daily and with
each new device come new possibilities for individuals with disabilities.
An important achievement reported is the fact that there is increasing general
awareness about the need for AT. Also the knowledge about AT has increased
including what it can do for people. As a consequence, markets for AT products
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have increased, while built-in IT accessibility has led to the wider usage of mainstream technologies by people with disabilities, which, on its turn, has led to a
further cost reduction of assistive solutions.
On one hand, using mainstream technology as AT brings a sense of normalcy
to the user and on the other hand, in some cases, educators and professionals
who have to support the use of assistive technology, are already familiar with
the technology and only implement the accessibility features. Lastly, mainstream
technology is readily available from local retailers at a fairly low cost.
With all of the good, there are some downsides to using mainstream technology
as assistive technology. In some cases, mainstream technology can be far less
durable than technology made specifically for use by individuals with disabilities.
Because mainstream technology is designed for the masses, it can come with
bugs that are not quickly addressed by the manufacturer or only be accessible to
a certain point. Lastly, mainstream technology manufacturers now follow a rapid
upgrade schedule, meaning newer models every six to 18 months, which can be
costly to keep up with.
Some mainstream applications can be and are used in a different way than its
original purpose. One commonly used is using an application for remote access,
like TeamViewer for controlling a computer with a smart phone or tablet, directly
in front of a computer. This is especially crucial to those that have fine motoric
skills and can operate a touch screen, but cannot move their arms in order to
use a standard keyboard and mouse. We have had some cases, where people
operated a PC through a smart phone and TeamViewer with a nose, or a finger,
looking at the computer screen.
Many mainstream technology hardware is also applicable for people with NMD,
especially multimedia mini keyboards, that one can hold in hands and type and
control a mouse cursor with a mini touchpad or mini trackball.
Predictable keyboards and speech recognition – especially intelligent virtual
assistants like Siri (Speech Interpretation and Recognition Interface), Cortana
and Google Now are very useful for people, whose mother tongue is English
(or Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish, Russian etc.). Virtual
assistants enable control through speech recognition such as writing messages
and emails with speech, adding entries to one’s calendar and help one to find
information about weather, restaurants, history, technology or even tell jokes.
In the following lines some of the most used built-in applications and accessibility
settings in various OS are described.
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Windows
In Slovenia, most of users use OS Windows from Microsoft, where Ease of Access can be reached from Control panel. There are many settings that can facilitate computer’s use. Mostly used for people with NMD are settings for keyboard
and mouse, where one can turn on useful features such as Sticky Keys (enables
one to press keys’ combinations with Shift, Ctrl and Alt key - key by key instead
of at once, like for capital letters or shortcuts) and Filter Keys (“Bounce Keys”
prevent a key stroke being recorded should one’s finger accidently repeatedly
touch a key on the keyboard and “Repeat Keys and Slow Keys”, which prevents
brief key strokes from being recorded) for keyboard, and Mouse keys for mouse
(which enable moving mouse cursor with keys on keyboard).
Microsoft has also a built-in OSK that can be used instead of a physical keyboard
to move around a PC’s screen or enter text. It displays a visual keyboard with all
the standard keys, so one can use a mouse or another pointing device to select
keys (with either click or hover), or use a physical single key or group of keys to
cycle through the keys on the screen. There are also some accessibility features
in the tab “Use the computer without a mouse or keyboard”, where one can operate a mouse cursor with other AT, select “Use speech recognition to operate
windows and programs” if Windows supports one’s language, which allows one
to command his or her PC with voice – including the capability to dictate into
almost any application. One can dictate documents and email and surf the web
by saying what one sees.
Not commonly known is that Windows can be operated without a double click.
Surprisingly this setting cannot be found in Control panel, but simply in Windows
Explorer in Folder Options (Single-click to open an item (point to select)).

OS X
Every Mac comes standard with assistive technologies that help people with disabilities to use OS X. It includes features like an advanced screen reader, FaceTime, and literacy tools that help those with a wide range of abilities get more
from their Mac [41]. If one has difficulties using the keyboard, mouse, or trackpad, OS X technologies enable control with switches (Switch Control) through
scanning, by speaking (Dictation Commands) and has also a variety of settings
for easier use of keyboard, similar to Windows: Slow Keys, which adjusts the
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sensitivity of the keyboard to process only the keystrokes one means to make,
building in a delay between when a key is pressed and when it’s entered or adjusting the delay; and Sticky Keys that combines keystrokes by letting one press
keys one at a time, instead of simultaneously, to enter commands. It also has
an OSK, similar to one in Windows. One feature, not found in Windows, is Word
Completion, enabling word completion in apps such as TextEdit and Pages. After
typing just a few letters, with pressing the Escape key, OS X suggests words.
FaceTime enables visual communication, whether through the use of sign language, gestures, or facial expressions.

Lynux OS
Lynux Ubuntu aims at making the operating system, and its derivatives, usable
by as many people as possible across ages, languages and physical abilities.
This includes providing an accessible platform with high quality assistive tools,
and ensuring that other applications work well with these [42]. For people with
NMD one should consider accessibility for mobility impairments from Keyboard
Accessibility panel, such as Keyboard Modifiers (Sticky Keys and Slow Keys as
already described in Windows OS and OS X) and Mouse Keys. Also available is
Gnome OSK (GOK) which, in addition to basic text entry, also provides facilities
for controlling the entire desktop behavior through the on-screen keyboard by
gathering information about other applications and sending them control signals
through the GNOME assistive technology framework AT-SPI. There are also
some applications, that enable easier use of Lynux, such as MouseTrap (Figure
18), a standalone GNOME application that allows users to move a mouse cursor.

Figure 18. MouseTrap interprets a user’s head movement as computer input. Source:
https://wiki.gnome.org/action/show/Projects/MouseTrap.
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It uses a webcam to track the motion of any object visible by the camera and
moves the mouse cursor according to the path of the tracked object (a user’s
head, for example). Distributed with software that allows accessible mouse clicking like Mousetweaks (for users that cannot click with a hardware button, performing various clicks by software), MouseTrap gives most physically impaired
users access to the full functionality of a mouse.
In Lynux an OSK, already mentioned in AT for Multimedia- Software, named
Dasher is available for fast typing. There are also many voice recognition applications, such as gnome-voice-control, voximp, Julius and Simon listens.

Android OS
Android is a mobile operating system for many tablet and mobile phone users
around the world. However, individuals with physical disabilities may be unable
to use the multi-touch display on their Android device with touches, taps, or multitouch gestures. One commonly overlooked feature of Android is that it enables a
user to connect a mouse to their device and with this mouse connection a user
with a physical disability can use mouse emulator, such as previously mentioned
TrackerPro as a hands-free mouse. This hands-free access can be used to turn
Android device into a dedicated speech generating device, to read e-books,
browse the internet, write emails, etc. There are many settings that enable easier
use of Android, such as control by voice with Voice Access, control with switch/
es with Switch Access and using already mentioned virtual assistant Google
Now or use Google speech recognition for writing SMS, which works surprisingly
well also for Slovenian language. Touch & hold delay is a common gesture on
Android, an accessibility feature for motor impaired users that enables one to
“long press” the meant items.
Many applications from Google Play Store enable easier control for people with
NMD. However, there are daily new applications that enable people with NMD
better usability and easier control, so one should consider following new releases of applications.

iOS
iOS is an OS for portable devices from Apple (most commonly used are iPhone
and iPad). With built-in accessibility features, Accessibility APIs, and a host of
developer tools and utilities, iOS enables a superior mobile experience to every
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user, including people with NMD. It has many accessibility issues, from enabling
e.g. iPad to be operated by switch/es – Switch Control, Touch Accomodations
and AssistiveTouch that lets one adapt the Multi-Touch screen of iOS device
to one’s unique physical needs (when having problems with gestures), to controlling it with voice (Dictation, Siri). It also has support for 3rd party and hardware
keyboards, where one can turn on Sticky Keys and Slow Keys.

AT for Augmented and Alternative Communication (AAC)
According to ASHA [43], AAC includes all forms of communication (other than
oral speech) that are used to express thoughts, needs, wants, and ideas. We
all use AAC when we make facial expressions or gestures, use symbols or pictures, or write. People with severe speech or language problems rely on AAC
to supplement existing speech or replace speech that is not functional. Special augmentative aids, such as picture and symbol communication boards and
electronic devices, are available to help people express themselves. This may
increase social interaction, school performance, and feelings of self-worth.
Individuals with progressive neuromuscular disease such as dystonias, dystrophies, ataxies, atrophies and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) often experience complex communication needs and consequently find that interaction
using their natural speech may not sufficiently meet their daily needs. AAC strategies and systems can be customized to accommodate for individual needs by
exploiting intact abilities (e. g, spinal muscular atrophy - distal movements, ALS eye movements) [44-45]. Almost all people with ALS experience a motor speech
disorder, such as dysarthria, as the disease progresses and at some point, 80
to 95% of people with ALS are unable to meet their daily communication needs
using natural speech. Unfortunately, speech performance often deteriorates so
rapidly that there is little time to implement an appropriate AAC intervention;
therefore, appropriate timing of referral for AAC assessment is crucial [46].
Communication support involves a range of AAC strategies involving low- and
high-technology (speech generating device) options [47]. Low techs are represented by graphic aids, such as paper & pencil, alphabet boards, communication boards and books. Further on, there are simple and advanced electronic
communication aids, e.g. GoTalk (models 4, 9, 20 and 32), Alfa Talker, Accent
(models 800, 1000, 1400 +NuEye), Smooth talker, DynaWrite, Quicktalker, LightWriter etc. Further on, there are mainstream technologies with AAC software
(apps): tablets and smartphones (iPod/iPhone/iPad, The Tobii Tablet Kit, android
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tablets), where apps are literally being introduced daily and existing ones are
being upgraded. Most of the apps are free or affordable, only problem lies within
language other than English (or other widely spoken languages), since there is
little support for languages like Slovenian.
There are also simple and advanced computer based communication aids, also
eye-controlled, based on PC or Mac that have special AAC software (e.g. Tobii Communicator 4.x+, Grid 2, DynaVox Series 5, Boardmaker with Speaking
Dynamically Pro 6.x+). One can access those with all the AT ICT, previously
mentioned in chapter AT for Multimedia (operated by hands, head, lips, eyes etc.
through touch, switches, scanning or eye-gaze).
Mostly used advanced computer based communication aids in Slovenia for people with ALS are I15 from TobiiDynavox with Tobii Communicator software and
Accent 1400 with NuEye from PRC (Figure 19). They both enable controlling the
device with one’s touch and eye-gaze and offer other possibilities of interaction
such as with switches, Smart Nav head movement and other AT ICT.

Figure 19. Mostly used advanced computer based AAC: TobiiDynavox I15 (left) and
PRC Accent 1400 with NuEye (right).

In Slovenia, Slovenian speech synthesis has been improved significantly in the
last year, since many research groups joined and introduced a joined Slovenian
speech-synthesis eBralec (translated eReader), that now includes also a woman’s voice. When prescribing an advanced computer based AAC device, Slovenian speech synthesis has to be prescribed with it, since Slovenian language is
not commonly integrated in AAC devices.
Lately there are more and more researches on controlling an AAC device with
the help of BCI, named BCI-AAC. It is considered a possible access method for
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communication by individuals with severe speech and physical impairments who
cannot meet their expressive language needs through natural speech, handwriting, or typing. BCIs interpret brain activity directly, bypassing physical movement
and relying on neurophysiologic signals as an access method [48]. However, as
already written in the BCI chapter, it is still not very precise and needs further
improvement.
Although outcomes, to our knowledge, have not been studied systematically,
individuals often comment on the value of the AAC system: “My computer has
many functions. It is my writing system; my communication system (e-mail, fax),
especially for family farther away; my information system; my database for addresses and other lists; my financial and legal organizer; my entertainment system; and, lastly, my speech system.” [49].
Individuals with ALS use AAC technology to sustain employment, program computers, access word processing to write documents, provide accounting services, and interact on the telephone and Internet [50]. Advances in technology
promise greater access to interactions that support social, recreational, educational, commercial, volunteer, and employment activities [51].

Conclusion
AT ICT and advanced AAC is of huge importance for people with NMD. AAC
acceptance and use have increased considerably during the past decade and
many people use AAC until they passed away [46]. With advances in technology
and awareness of programmers and manufacturers, more accessibility issues
are integrated in mainstream technology, thus making the products more useful,
available and affordable also for people with disabilities, including people with
NMD. Following the novelties in mainstream and AT ICT technology daily is crucial, as well as researches done in this field in order to combine them and serve
them to people with disabilities in the best possible way.
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Smart Home IRIS
• environmental and multimedia control (KNX/IP):
• through IP TV, touch panel (IP),
special wheelchair command (IR/BT), RF ID

Some of AT for MM in SHI
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• settings in OS

• hardware (HW)
• software (SW)

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
HW:
• special keyboards (MD)
• various switches with minimum force
needed (MicroLight Switch,
FingerButton 30, PalPad Assistive Switch,
…)
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• HW: special keyboards and switches (finger/hand/arm/leg/foot)

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
HW:
• trackballs, joysticks, switches
(SMA)
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3rd generation of UI controls
1st

2nd

3rd generation of UI controls
3rd
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3rd generation of UI controls
3rd

3rd generation of UI controls
3rd
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• CameraMouse
• HeadMouse

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• Enable ViaCam
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• INOVATELL: inovatell.reabilitacija.lt
(+learning content!)

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
HW (+marker on one‘s head):
• hands free…SmartNav – NaturalPoint
• HeadMouse
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
•

SW: On-screen keyboards with
prediction: Dasher, Click-N-Type,
Wivik, BeKey, OptiKey (TCS)…

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• special commands for wheelchairs with
which one can operate
PC/tablet/smartphone as well (through
IR/BT)
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
• eye-controlled attached device: Tobii (EyeMobile, PCEye
Go), Eyetech TM4, MyGaze, EyeGaze Edge, EyeMax,
NUEye, EyePro…

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
Brain-controlled (BCI):
• NeuroSky MindWave (research-grade EEG headset $79.99; PC, Mac)
• NeuroSky MindWave Mobile (research-grade EEG headset $90.99;
iOS&Android, PC, Mac)
• EMOTIV EPOC Neuroheadset
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJbp_HeG3BM )
• EMOTIV Insight – Fall 2015 ($358.95; Mac, Windows, Linux, Android,
iOS) (https://d2pq0u4uni88oo.cloudfront.net/projects/593402/video272829-h264_high.mp4)
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AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
in Slovenia

• simple adaptations of mainstream ICT
(hardware/software), use of mainstream ICT as AT
(tablet, smartphone + e.g. TeamViewer; MM mini
keyboards)
• Slovenian speech synthesis (2)

AT for MultiMedia for people with NMD
in Slovenia

• special commands for wheelchairs with which one can
operate PC/tablet/smartphone as well (through IR/BT):
Sip&Puff (LifeTool), MiniJoystick (HMC), finger/tablet
control…
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AT for AAC for people with NMD
The ability to communicate is key to
maintaining quality of life in people with
ALS or other NMD!

AT for AAC
• simple and advanced graphical communication devices:
paper + pencil, alphabet boards, communication
boards, communication books

source: https://s-media-cacheak0.pinimg.com/736x/00/4c/ca/004ccae3375e6
6f3e5d59463ef55d5b7.jpg
source: https://s-media-cacheak0.pinimg.com/originals/03/84/83/03848300c9
934b7c5814a4f1029cc1e6.jpg

source:
http://talksense.weebly.com/uploads/3/
0/7/0/3070350/1621269.jpg
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AAC devices for people with NMD
• simple and advanced electronic communication aids:
GoTalk 4, 9, 20, 32; Alfa Talker, Accent 800, 1000, 1400
(+NuEye), Smooth talker, DynaWrite,
Quicktalker,LightWriter, …

AAC devices for people with NMD
• mainstream technologies with AAC software (apps):
tablets and smartphones (iPod/iPhone/iPad, The Tobii
Tablet Kit, android tablets)

http://appsforaac.net/

http://www.appszoom.com/
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AAC devices for people with NMD
• mainstream technologies + AAC apps:
Apps are literally being introduced DAILY and existing
ones are being upgraded.
• free, cheap
and expensive
• problem: language other
than English

AAC devices for people with NMD
• simple and advanced computer based communication
aids, also eye-controlled, based on PC or Mac ==
computer + AAC software (Tobii Communicator 4.x+,
Grid 2, DynaVox Series 5, Boardmaker with Speaking
Dynamically Pro 6.x+)
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AAC devices for people with NMD
• simple and advanced computer based communication
aids, also eye-controlled, based on PC or Mac

AAC devices for people with NMD
• advanced computer based communication aids
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Thank you for your attention!
Contact:
Mojca Debeljak mojca.debeljak@ir-rs.si
University Rehabilitation Institute, Republic of Slovenia
Linhartova 51, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
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